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APPRECIATION NOTE 

For the scope of this report, the Porto Energy ElevatoR (PEER) project´s team has 
reached out to some similar European projects to broader our understanding and 
gain insights on how these peer-projects are tackling traditional or innovative finan-
cial mechanisms to enhance Energy Efficiency. 

We appreciate the prompt replies and availability from all entities and programmes 
and, particularly, the support and collaboration from PICSA, LEMON, HouseEnvest and 
Enershift projects which held (digital) meetings and actively engaged with PEER for the 
scope of this report. 

 

We believe that peer learning experiences add great value as they provide different 
overviews and approaches, as well as raising important off-topic questions that may 
influence one´s project overall.  

These small discussions made it possible for us to demystify some possible DO and 
DON’T´s, barriers encountered along the implementation of the project, the im-
portance of the creation of the One Stop Shop (OSS), the importance of capacity 
building and well-established synergies among all stakeholders.  

To Ricardo Pedraz, Javier Martinez and Francisco Pocostales, from HouseEnvest; to 
Sauro Saraceni from LEMON and Giuseppe Sorgente from EnerShift, to Joaquín Villar 
Rodríguez and Maria Luisa Borra from PICSA - our sincere appreciation for your time 
and availability.  

 

Combined with literature review of best practices, PEER project will seek to incorporate 
your valuable learning experiences and insights in order to succeed in tackling the 
Energy Poverty issue and moreover contributing to the pooling expertise in the EU, for 
future replications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Energy Efficiency is a key component to reach the new growth strategy to the transi-
tion to carbon neutrality by 2050. The European Directive on Energy Efficiency 
(2012/27/EU) aimed to achieve a 20% improvement in energy efficiency (EE) by 2020. 
Now, the proposal for a revised EED1 introduces an obligation for European Union (EU) 
countries to implement energy efficiency improvement measures as a priority among 
vulnerable customers, people affected by energy poverty and, where applicable, peo-
ple living in social housing. 

Energy Efficiency is in fact critical to fight energy poverty, which is still a very present 
reality in Europe and all over the World. The EU Energy Poverty Observatory describes 
it as «a distinct form of poverty associated with a range of adverse consequences for 
people’s health and wellbeing – with respiratory and cardiac illnesses, and mental 
health, exacerbated due to low temperatures and stress associated with unafforda-
ble energy bills». There are 125 million European citizens affected by the issue accord-
ing to the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC). Low incomes, rising en-
ergy prices and lack of energy efficiency in housing are the leading causes that make 
energy poverty an increasingly common reality.  

Focus on people. Buying more affordable clean energy and saving it through several 
equipment and solutions will increase quality of life, as negative impacts can also be 
translated into severe health issues and social isolation. Energy inefficiency’s conse-
quences on living conditions are linked to health problems, which, have also an im-
pact on economic costs. It is estimated that every year, European societies face a cost 
of € 82 billion to cover just a handful of the illnesses caused by unhealthy buildings 
(H.N. Smith and K.E. Eriksen, 2018). This issue is commonly called Energy Poverty.  

Focus on buildings. According to the European Commission (EC)2, buildings are re-
sponsible for over one third of EU’s carbon emissions and accounts for about 40% of 
all energy used. As of now, 75% of buildings in the EU are considered inefficient from 
the energy point of view, yet 85% to 95% of buildings we will live in by 2050 already 

 
1 European Commission | Energy Efficiency Directive. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/energy/topics/energy-effi-
ciency/targets-directive-and-rules/energy-efficiency-directive_en 
2 European Commission | Energy Efficiency in Building | Renovation Wave. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/en-
ergy/topics/energy-efficiency/energy-efficient-buildings/renovation-wave_en 
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exist today. It is hence clear, that to move further towards a greener and carbon-neu-
tral society we must decarbonise the buildings we currently occupy; buildings’ energy 
efficiency renovations represent a strategical action for the development of a cli-
mate-neutral society. 

Focus on economy. Promoting energy efficiency, not only allows significant budget 
savings and improved energy performances, but also leads to healthier and more 
comfortable living conditions and promotes the creation of jobs and economic 
growth. Renovation costs are minimal compared to the cost of constructing a new 
building, besides retrofit works result in long lasting energy efficiency standards and 
logistic advantages since the tenants can stay in their homes during renovation 
works. The diagram below (Figure 1) illustrates the most relevant benefits of building 
renovation works. 

 
Figure 1 - Benefits of energy efficiency building renovation works 

Focus on cost. Funding still represents the main barrier to EE retrofit implementation. 
Technical, social and environmental factors influence the development of financial 
mechanisms and their success. Such schemes must in fact take into account many 
variables linked to the country of implementation including legislation, cultural char-
acter, economy, technological progress and type of project.  

 

Environmental, health and economic aspects are main drivers of the retrofit practice, 
however, it is essential to acknowledge the relevance of stakeholders’ awareness in 
this process. Knowledge on energy efficiency solutions and derived benefits in costs 
and comforts is necessary to unfold full potential of buildings’ renovation movement. 

 

Environmental Benefits
- GHG emissions reduction

- Energy demand reduction

- Reduced materials consumption

Economic Benefits
- Employment creation

- GDP and public budgets

- Research and Innovation development

- Sectorial modernisation and increased productivity

- Energy security

Social Benefits
- Health benefits

- Energy poverty reduction

- Wellbeing and living comfort

- Energy bill savings

- Increase in property value and tenants' satisfaction
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1.1. Context  

1.1.1. PEER Project 

The Porto Energy ElevatoR (PEER) is a European project led by the Porto Energy Agency 
(AdEPorto) and financed under the Horizon2020 program. PEER started in June 2021, is 
intended to last 3 years and it is in line with the goals and requirements defined in 
documents such as the National Energy and Climate Plan 2030, the Roadmap for Car-
bon Neutrality 2050 or the Long-term Strategy for the Renewal of Buildings, recently 
approved. 

Main objective is to mitigate energy poverty in the northern region of the Douro River 
of Porto Metropolitan Area (AMP-ND) by improving buildings’ energy efficiency for So-
cial Housing, promoting renewable energy use and integrating innovative financial 
schemes.  The idea is that this/these model(s) could then be replicable for future pro-
jects. PEER aims also to develop the Porto Energy Hub (PEH), an online and physical 
One-Stop-Shop that will support the renovation programme of the AMP-ND.  

Main actions of PEER consist of: 

 Focusing on improving social housing conditions in the AMP-ND through reno-
vation activities which include envelope insulation, windows multiple glazing, 
effective doors, low-consuming lights and efficient heating and cooling sys-
tems; 

 Aggregate renewable energy communities and energy storage allowing the 
development of production units for self-consumption; 

 Mainstream innovative financial schemes. 

Stakeholders involved would include low-income homeowners, public and private 
building owners, project developers, ESCOs (Energy Services Company) and financial 
institutions.  

The expectation is afterwards to replicate the model to closest municipalities of the 
region and provide the development tools at national level. 

1.1.2. Porto Energy Hub 

Porto Energy Hub (PEH) is the public platform of the PEER project, developed as a One-
Stop-Shop (OSS), therefore herein referenced as PEH. Its main objective is to advice 
and support citizens and companies, but also other public and private entities that 
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are willing to develop energy efficiency projects in the region of Porto. It will include a 
physical space and an online portal facilitating collaboration and exchange amongst 
stakeholders and providing easy and quick access to tools and information needed 
to support investment and find best financial solutions. 

Porto Energy Hub is planned to offer the following services: 

 Proactive engagement of public and private intuitions and homeowners, 
through targeted communication and marketing tools; 

 Elaborate energy renovation and financial plans for each project or bundle, ac-
cording to the client’s needs, to be implemented at once planed set-by step 
according to the financial means of the clients and the selected schemes; 

 Coordinate the renovation process on behalf of the proponent (specially for 
homeowners, but also for public or private intuitions); 

 Guarantee long-term and affordable financing schemes, which will be devel-
oped within the project and are suitable for the proponents; 

 Assure results and post-work monitoring of the work quality and energy sav-
ings, thorough follow-up actions and monitoring systems data analysis. 

1.2. Objectives 
This document was created as part of the project aiming to set a base of the existing 
financing schemes, with a specific focus on possible innovative ones. This work will 
inform the development of the financing mechanism that will be used for the PEH. 

Best practices and successful cases of energy efficiency rehabilitation funding 
measures were collected and analysed from past and current national and interna-
tional, mostly European, projects. The benchmark study should guarantee that PEH 
builds upon existing sound and quality knowledge, investigate the conditions in which 
past programmes were applied and ensure that financial solutions proposed are per-
tinent to the context the project will be developed in. The successful experiences and 
the overcome challenges will be used as a basis for the development of the program, 
building upon other regions’ bold strategies with final aim of fighting energy poverty.  

The assessment of investment requires an in-depth economic and financial analysis 
that must take into account different criteria based on cultural and social aspects, 
type of intervention (energy production, energy efficiency, storage, electrical mobility 
integration, etc), type of entity (private or public) and suitable type or combination of 
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financing (own capital, third party finance including private, community and institu-
tional investors, grants, etc). In addition, a financial plan should help to identify the 
most appropriate financial structure for the project and allow to execute a sensitivity 
analysis to assess the robustness of it. Several financing schemes were selected and 
discussed within the limits and opportunities of their possible implementation in Por-
tugal. Specific objectives shall include:  

 evaluation of the available financing schemes; 
 integration of new financial schemes to support project implementation such 

as home-based finance, crowdfunding, tax reduction schemes, ESCOs, etc.;  
 continuous engagement of institutional and private investors. 

Financial schemes and business models delivered should be easily replicable. By us-
ing the best practices and lessons learnt of projects developed worldwide, these busi-
ness strategies should have a standardized structure, assuring quality, reducing costs 
and risks, enhancing project’s bankability and possible securement. 
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2. FINANCIAL SCHEMES 
Financial mechanisms are essential to promote the delivery of energy efficiency ret-
rofit projects, however, their application is complex and often fails due to various bar-
riers for its implementation. Nonetheless, they are essential as eased access to fund-
ing means shorter duration of project preparation and a larger reach of energy effi-
ciency programmes.  

In this sense, the European Commission introduced the concept of Sustainable Fi-
nance, referring to “the process of taking environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
considerations into account when making investment decisions in the financial sec-
tor, leading to more long-term investments in sustainable economic activities and 
projects”3. Sustainable finance has a key role to play in delivering on the policy objec-
tives under the European Green Deal as well as the EU’s international commitments 
on climate and sustainability objectives. It does this by channelling private investment 
into the transition to a climate-neutral, climate-resilient, resource-efficient and fair 
economy, as a complement to public funds. 

Member states are developing their roadmap to deploy building stock renovation for 
Energy Efficiency and has increased the allocation of public funds available for sus-
tainable energy renovation.  

Although public funding is the biggest drive to this transition, these resources are lim-
ited. The ITRE Committee of the European Parliament highlights that the largest invest-
ment gap (around EUR 137 billion annually) lies in the building sector and an increas-
ing of annual investments of over 130% must happen if the EU’s energy and climate 
targets are going to be met4. Therefore, there is a need for private investment, to po-
tentiate and enhance investments in this sector, overcoming national heterogenies 
and dynamize the EE market. With this, comes along the necessity to overcome some 
traditional barriers and for the banking industry and legal frameworks to facilitate the 
access to these resources and leverage sustainable investments.  

 
3 European Commission - What is sustainable finance? Available at https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-
euro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/overview-sustainable-finance_en 
4 SmartEn – Scalable Innovative Financing for Smart Buildings. Available at https://uploads.striking-
lycdn.com/files/0ff1cb00-3ce4-4834-83cd-fbcccb7a9993/20181012_Smart-Financing-publication_final.pdf 
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2.1. Types of financial schemes 
Three main sources of funding can be aggregated from the projects investigated in 
this report: public, private and a combination of the two – mixed.  

Public funding coming from national, international grants and budgets or regional 
funds. Private funding can be provided by homeowners directly or by TPF (Third-Party 
Financing): either by companies (e.g., utilities company), joint ventures (contractors, 
retailers, among others), financial institutions, investors and even by ESCOs. The mixed 
solution usually involves public private partnerships or semi-public entities such as 
regional administrations, combined with EU funding and participation of financing in-
stitutions and/or investors.  

The financial scheme to apply might depend on the scale of the project – most of the 
times it does not exist one fit-all solution. Commonly used is the combination of mul-
tiple financing schemes in order to increase the available funds, but also to ensure 
trust and provide guarantees. 

The table below presents various types of financial mechanisms investigated crossed 
with the possible sources of funding. The following subchapters illustrate in detail each 
of the funding schemes mentioned in Table 1. 
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Table 1 EE-related financial mechanisms crossed with type of funding source 

* - Considered private, although financial institutions may have financial support from the Government 
to be able to provide zero/low interest fees 

 

2.1.1. Grants and Subsidies 

Grant schemes can be useful at stimulating the market by subsidising energy effi-
ciency investments for households and businesses, which otherwise cannot be fully 
supported by the market alone due to high upfront costs5. 

They constitute the most commonly found mechanism that EU countries currently use 
to encourage energy efficiency improvements in the building stock, but rely on limited 
resources. Typically depends on energy performance, household income, target 
group, EE measure and level on innovation, ranging from few thousands to EUR 1 mil-
lion. 

2.1.2. Loans 

Loans are usually associated with higher up-front EE renovation activities and more 
complex projects, as they provide liquidity and direct access to capital.  

Given the nature of the project and market maturity, there can be various types of 
loans: 

 
5 Economidou, M., Todeschi, V. and Bertoldi, P., Accelerating energy renovation investments in buildings, EUR 29890 EN, 
Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg, 2019, ISBN 978-92-76-12195-4 (online), JRC117816. 

  SOURCE OF FUNDING 

  Public Private Mixed 
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Grants and Subsidies    

Traditional loans  *  

Revolving funds    

EPC contract    

On-tax model    

On-utility bill model    

Loan guarantees    

Crowd financing    
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Traditional/ soft loans. Follows the conventional periodic repayment methods, asso-
ciated with an interest rate after a lump sum of money is lent by the financial institu-
tion. The EU policies are pushing to schemes that can offer more attractive terms, 
where the government supplies financial support to banks so they can provide low 
interest rates to customers (public authorities, private individuals, condominium as-
sociations, energy services companies, commercial associations, etc). 

Depending on the type of project and/ or target group, these interest rates can be null, 
where the difference between the normal and zero rate loans is paid by the govern-
ment through a tax credit scheme offered to participating banks.  

 

Energy Efficiency Revolving Fund. A revolving fund allows for reinvestment in similar 
projects, i.e., is a type of fund where the interests are used to replenish (in part) the 
initial bulk of funding. For EE work renovations, a portion of the savings generated will 
be used for reinvestment in future projects, scaling up the projects on a continuous 
basis.  

 

Energy Performance Contracting (EPC). In the later years, with EE market maturity, 
emerged a popular project delivery, the Energy Performance Contracting (EPC). Used 
for EE projects and renewable energy projects, EPC is a financing method in a form of 
contract that consists of an upfront capital loan from the provider, that is paid out of 
through the cost savings from the project, through their reduction in energy consump-
tion. Typically, these providers are ESCOs - Energy Services Company – and the pay-
back is done, sharing the energy cost savings over a predetermined length of time 
(typically between 12-15 years), after which all the energy savings revert to the ulti-
mate client/ beneficiary. Figure below illustrates this scheme.  
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Figure 2 – EPC contract savings scheme over time4 

 

This type of contract transfers project performance risk from the owner to the EPC 
contractor, which can leverage the project by eliminating the initial financial barriers, 
allowing to carry out more complex and valuable projects.   

There are two types of EPC saving models:  

 shared savings model - the cost savings are shared by the ESCO and the client 
at a pre-determined percentage for a fixed number of years. In this model, the 
ESCO shares verified energy savings with the customer, assuming both pro-
ject´s performance and credit risks; 

 guaranteed savings model - the ESCO guarantees a certain level of energy 
savings to the customer, assuming the performance risk and the customer 
must provide the funding (financed by third party - usually at lower interest 
rates). 

The guaranteed savings contractual form has a very different risk profile compared 
to shared savings and releases the EPC contractor from financial risk - however, the 
performance guarantee must ensure that a wider range of costs are recoverable, to 
include debt service, M&V fees to the contractor, and any maintenance obligations or 
other incremental costs stipulated by the contract6. 

 
6 Berghorn, G. and Syal, M.G.M., 2016. Risk framework for energy performance contracting building retrofits. Journal of 
Green Building 11(2):93-115. 
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On property tax repayment model. This type of financing mechanism consists of a 
specific loan from municipal governments to investors/clients repaid over a certain 
period of time (usually 15-20 years) through annual assessment on property tax bill. 
The project that raised this mechanism was PACE (Property Assessed Clean Energy), 
located in the US, where this additional tax is attached to the property and not the 
property owner, make it transferrable for future owners. Testing pilot European version, 
EuroPACE is in place in Olot, in Catalunya, where financing is done through the issu-
ance of bonds that are of low-risk and stable yield investments due to the enhanced 
repayment security (see Annex for more information).  

On-utility bill contract. This is an innovative way of financing EE renovation works 
where the loan repayments are done through the utility bill. Therefore, there is a strong 
involvement of utility companies for this matter, as they are the “repayment vehicle” 
on this financial model. There are two main types of on-bill programmes: on-bill fi-
nancing (OBF) and repayment (OBR) and in both options a utility or private lender 
supplies the capital to a customer to fund energy efficiency and gets repaid through 
regular payments on an existing utility bill.  

 OBF programmes can use public money, ratepayer funds or utility shareholder 
funds to pay for projects (this capital typically comes at interest rates that are 
very low or even 0 percent); 

 OBR programmes use private capital from third-party investors instead, at 
higher rates (but still lower than the market rates). 

The utility company is the aggregator and, in the case of on-bill financing, also the 
investor. 

Loan guarantees. A loan guarantee is a security provided by a government or public  

institution (guarantor) with a reputable credit to ensure loan repayments in case of 

borrowers' defaults7. Financial institutions can use these schemes to ensure access to 
a mix of capital that allows them to have a lower cost and risk. This acts as a de-risking 
tool to the funds, ensuring that part will return, at lower, but steady rate. Guarantees 
can be designed to partially transfer the default risk of an individual loan or portfolio 
of loans (loan guarantee portfolio) to the guarantor, covering the principal amount 
and/or interest. 

 
7 Economidou, M., Todeschi, V. and Bertoldi, P., 2019. Accelerating energy renovation investments in buildings, EUR 29890 
EN, Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg, ISBN 978-92-76-12195-4 (online), JRC117816. 
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2.1.3. Crowd financing 

Crowd financing offers the opportunity to finance projects through help of many small 
financial contributions from several different people. These projects may be local, cre-
ating a win-win for the communities or could be standard funds which allow partici-
pants to back certain projects or aggregated groups of projects. Few crowdfunding 
platforms have started supporting energy efficiency projects, such as Bettervest, 
ECONEERS and CitizenEnergy, but most platforms cover both energy efficiency and re-
newable energy projects. The first Portuguese crowdfunding providing sustainable in-
vestment opportunities is GoParity8, a platform that allows citizens and companies to 
invest in projects they identify with, generating at the same time, economic, social and 
environmental benefits. Through GoParity, any citizen can lend money to a company 
or non-profit organisation to finance the implementation of a project in the field of 
sustainability (renewable energy, energy or water efficiency, circular economy, etc.). 

Crowdlending. Finance mechanism through collective loans from multiple lenders, 
based on a loan agreement, expecting interest payments in return.  

Equity-based crowdfunding. Innovative fundraising model having as main principle 
the fact that anyone can invest money in return for equity in a business, receiving 
ownership of part of that business. It operates by analogy as shares representations 
and rewarding of its dividends, where if the business succeeds, then its value goes up, 
as well as the value of a share in that business, meaning that the funds are taken from 
investors only when a pitch reaches its investment target. The crowd participates in 
upside and downside risks of the business. 

2.1.4. Other tax/ fiscal instruments 

Tax incentives can increase demand for energy efficiency projects through a reason-
ably accessible manner, by reducing taxes for households and businesses when buy-
ing or implementing energy efficiency equipment and measures. They are less costly 
than grant schemes and are popular in promoting energy efficiency in certain EU 
countries. 

 
8 NOS - Casos de Sucesso, Empreendedores de sucesso explicam como nasceram os seus negócios: GoParity. Avail-
able at https://www.nos.pt/empresas/repositorio-informacao/criar-uma-empresa/casos-sucesso/pages/gopar-
ity.aspx 
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Tax deduction. Most common tax instrument costs relating to energy efficiency 
measures can be deducted on the income.  

Tax reduction. Lower VAT rates for the purchase and/or installation of various energy 
efficiency intervention measures.  

Tax exemption. Some specific products can be exempted from excise tax. 

Energy Efficiency Obligation Schemes. EEIO are instruments decreed by the govern-
ments for the energy companies to achieve a certain amount of savings – this creates 
incentives and moderates the EE market. 

Feed-in tariffs. This is an incentive to apply to get payments from the energy supplier 
when generating own electricity, for example with solar panels or a wind turbine. This 
is called a ‘feed-in tariff’ (FIT). 

 

2.2. General overview 
Table 2 provides an overview of the different financial mechanisms, highlighting as-
sociated difficulties and topics on which they may leverage projects´ potential.  
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Table 2 Types of Financial Mechanisms  

Financial Mechanism Leverages Difficulties Recommendations 

Grants and Subsidies  Fills the lack of upfront capital 
 Stimulates the EE market 
 Attractive to all market players 
 Can support smaller projects  
 Allows and stimulates for innovative 

solutions 
 Supports vulnerable groups and/or 

low income 

 

 

 Not sustainable on medium/ long 
term 

 Limited and finite financial resources 
 More bureaucratic and paperwork 
 It may originate inflated prices in the 

market 
 Political situations can change due 

to elections 
 Significant delays and uncertainty in 

setting up follow-up schemes 
 Often attract entities who would 

have carried out the investments 
even without the incentive, the so-
called free riders 

 Check compliance for the possibility 
to apply to a private fund afterwards 
(sometimes clients must choose 
public in detriment of private or 
vice-versa) 

 Careful design of this policy is crucial 
to avoid lack of transparencies  
 

Traditional/ soft 
loans 

 Medium / long term sustainability  
 Less bureaucratic and paperwork 
 Scale-up investment in EE projects  

 Higher market rates 
 Challenge for smaller projects to se-

cure financial institutions interest 
and approval 

 Unfamiliarity and lack of knowledge 
from financial institutions and other 
stakeholders 

 Possible impediment for the project 
developer in having multiple mort-
gages 

 Provide capacity building to finan-
cial institution about the EE topic and 
prospective market attractiveness  

Revolving funds  Scales-up investments and market 
segments 

 Financial viability over the time  Projects should be closely monitored 
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 Ensures capital for further projects  Increased restrictions in money 
management when the fund is fed 
through public investments 

 Increased difficulties in fund man-
agement if operated by third parties 

 Designation of responsible entity to 
structure and regulate the fund 

 Establish separate legal framework 
with clear agreements 

 Define concrete goals 

EPC  Avoids upfront capital expenditure 
(shared model) 

 Reduces or eliminates performance 
risk of energy efficiency measures 

 Stimulates innovation in the EE mar-
ket segment  

 Single contract-solution: less bu-
reaucracy  
 

 Limited availability of Energy Ser-
vices Companies (ESCOs) to exe-
cute Energy Performance Contracts 
(EPC) 

 ESCO companies are young and 
lack a track record 

 Not suitable for small projects due to 
high transaction costs 

 Anticipate supplier market develop-
ment 

 With EUROSTAT rules on ESCO fi-
nancing for Energy Performance 
Contracts, published in September 
2017, there are new possibilities for 
debt deconsolidating or off-balance 
financing using formulas associated 
with “operational leasing” 

On-property tax  Avoids upfront capital expenditure 
 Can be transferred to next owner if  
 property is sold 
 Can be repaid over a long period  

 A property tax system must be in 
place (not all countries collect prop-
erty taxes the same way) 

 The property tax system is managed 
at national level, with little to no con-
trol on municipalities´ side. 

 Mortgage attached to the property 
may be an issue when re-selling it 

 Transparency and clearance in all 
communication 

 Municipalities should be involved in 
tendering processes 

 Technical assistance should be pro-
vided to owners 

 Effective training should be provided 
to owners to guarantee savings 

 This tax can be in form of levies, 
rates, fees or contributions 

On-utility bill  Avoids upfront capital expenditure 
 Can be easily adapted to specific 

market and utility requirements 

 Both the landlord and the tenant 
must agree to the improvements if 
the building is rented 

 Promote them among utility com-
panies and support the companies 
in developing their on-bill offers 

 Utility companies must: 
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 Ease of repayment linked to a 
monthly bill 

 Difficult for utility companies to en-
gage with multiple stakeholders, es-
pecially in multi-residential building 
with a mixture of owners and tenants  

 Lack of expertise in some EE solutions 
by the utility company 

 Challenging in managing diverse 
sources of capital 

- diversify their business offerings 
collaboration with financial insti-
tutions 

- simplify value chains  
 For the implementation of large pro-

grams, on-bill repayment schemes 
are the preferred solution as the 
credit is provided by a third party 

 On-bill financing schemes are by 
the most flexible type 

Loan guarantees  Interest rates lower than market 
value  

 Enhanced level of trust among 
stakeholders, particularly the home-
owner and financial institution 

 Lack of knowledge from financial in-
stitutions  

 Banks are usually not keen on en-
gaging on these type of projects 

 May not be easy to incorporate 
these type of energy loans for major 
financial institutions  

 Raise awareness to financial institu-
tions to the EE topic, to draw their in-
terest 

 Provide capacity building for finan-
cial institution 

 Loan portfolio: the larger the portfo-
lio, the better are the financial terms 
with bank institutions  

 Financial institutions cover some 
part of the shared risk 

 Detailly explain all terms to the pub-
lic loan administration 

Crowd financing  Overcomes some market gap diffi-
culties 

 Open even to small investors 
 The crowd is own advocate of the 

project 

 Increasingly subject to similar regu-
lations as the existing financial sec-
tor 

 Evolving legal framework 
 Difficult project control mechanisms  

 Investment agreements with a clear 
description of the terms and condi-
tions for the crowd investment 
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 Increased awareness in marketing 
communication 

 Can draw support from people in-
ternationally 

 Well-receptive to the introduction of 
an innovative project 

 Expanding sector 
 Commonly used in combination 

with ESCOs when the project is fi-
nanced through a third-party.  

 Competition with other subsidised 
programmes more attractive to in-
vestors 

 May be difficult to reach funding tar-
get 
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3. BENCHMARK ANALYSIS 
The importance of reviewing programmes that have already been developed, derives 
from the possibility to extrapolate best practices, lessons learned, but also to over-
come challenges to be implemented inside PEH, in order to conceive bold renovation 
financial schemes, integrating and adapting these successful cases into this project.  

Table 3 includes 17 energy related European projects which have developed their own 
financial mechanism – 3 of these based in Portugal. The table presents the main char-
acteristics of each of the investigated projects, including fundamentals of the funding 
system, most important key take-ways of each project and risks identified during the 
unfolding of these programmes. 
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Table 3 Investigated energy efficiency programmes in Europe and their main features 

Project Country Year 
Type of  

Funding 
Financial Mechanism Main Risks and Lesson Learnt 

1º Direito Portugal 2019-2024 Public Traditional/ soft loan.  NA 

RenOnBill Europe 2019-2022 Private On Bill Scheme  Barriers for OBS implementation include (i) 
divergent interests between owners and ten-
ants concerning EE investments, (ii) long 
pay-back period and possibility of property 
change 

 Customers' very low credit’s capacity result-
ing in high-risk profiles and unattractive to fi-
nancial institutions and utilities 

 Utilities’ level of expertise in building renova-
tion 

HousEEnvest Spain 2018-2022 Mixed Creation of the Housing Energy Effi-
ciency Guarantee Fund for Extrema-
dura Fund (GEEVE) with provide spe-
cific requirements to access financing 

 Offering – free of charges – not only financial 
but technical advice helped anticipate the 
viability of the project and reassure financing 
institution, which usually have lower profes-
sional knowledge in the field of EE 

 Financing institutions are still reluctant in in-
vesting in EE project due to their limited 
knowledge 

 The idea of a guarantee fund was particularly 
interesting for banks, especially due to the 
large portfolio of projects 

Casa Eficiente  Portugal 2018-2021 Mixed Traditional/ soft loan. Provide loans at 
competitive interests 

NA 
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BundleUP Portugal 2018-2021 Mixed EPC, Crowd financing  Matchmaking key to project, thus making 
bundling only one of the options for funding - 
others, such as crowdlending, and overall 
EPC contracts with ESCOs are strong ena-
blers for projects with different scales 

 Positive feedback in collective financing of 
projects in bundles, as well as the capacity to 
finance several small-scale private sector 
projects through crowdlending 

 Municipalities can leverage on their EE po-
tential by making use of PDA 

EuroPACE EU 2018-2021 Mixed On-tax model integrated with public 
(EU) funding. Approach by deploying 
private capital as up-front financing 
to homeowners - long-term repay-
ments obligation is tied to a property 
and not its owner 

 Selling the property might be challenging if 
buyers don't want the loan 

 Effective only if national tax collection is 
well‑structured and transparent 

 Associated with lower probability of default 
than in standard loans due to reduced red 
tape for lenders in case of default 

Accelerate 
SUNSHINE 

Latvia 2015-2021 Mixed European funding combined with EPC 
contracts passing through the Latvian 
Baltic Energy Efficiency Facility to sup-
port long-term debt of ESCOs 

 Long decision-making processes cause,       
(i) loss of interest on the side of homeowners, 
(ii) increase of costs related to administra-
tion, (iii) conflicts among homeowners, ser-
vice providers and the construction com-
pany 

 Legislation does not yet stimulate or protect 
the ESCOs to take on deep renovation pro-
cesses 

EnerShift Italy 2016-2020 Mixed One tender for Energy Performance 
Contract (ESCO) and a second for 
Works Contract. Separate tenders for 

 Tenants’ trade union involvement served a 
great help to mediate with the agency man-
aging the dwellings 
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separate buildings/renovation pro-
jects 

 Lack of technical professional knowledge of 
the ESCO concerning renovation works re-
sulted in lower energy savings with respect to 
buildings renovated under the other contract 

LEMON Italy 2016-2019 Mixed One tender for Energy Performance 
Contract (ESCO) and a second for 
Works Contract. Separate tenders for 
separate buildings/renovation pro-
jects 

 Tenants’ training was essential to keep moti-
vation and involvement 

 Difficulties in implementing EPC contracts in 
buildings with (i) multiple private owners, (ii) 
autonomous heating 

City Invest Europe 2015-2018 Public NA – Promotion of innovative financ-
ing models 

 Complexity of local realities and the need to 
involve all relevant stakeholders in the pro-
cess from the really beginning 

 Lack of local authorities' technical and hu-
man resources represents an implementa-
tion barrier especially for small municipalities 

 Invest in reliable data acquisition n buildings, 
energy consumption, projects, investments, 
energy savings, etc. is key to a successful 
program implementation 

EnPC-INTRANS Europe 2015-2017 Public NA – EPC contract promoter NA 

De Energie 

Centrale 

Belgium 2014-ongoing Public A revolving fund combined with other 
public grants are made available to 
Gent’s citizens to renovate their home 

NA 

PICSA Spain 2014-2015 Public European Regional Development Fund 
(non-recoverable incentives) and Re-
gional revolving fund. The construc-
tion company applied directly for the 
single intervention which have a spe-
cific budget applied 

 100% online simplified procedures were a 
great success 

 Partnership between the construction com-
panies and the Andalusian Energy Agency 
eased the access to financing for homeown-
ers 
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Île de France En-
ergies 

France 2013 Private Two possible mechanism – simple 
loan or TPF through the OSS 

NA 

Hauts de France 
Pass Renovation 

France 2013 Mixed Public funding (EU grants, Regional 
fund) and European Investment Bank 
loan cover the initial upfront for the 
renovation works. Tenants then pay 
back the investment through energy 
savings 

NA 

RE:FIT United  

Kingdom 

2009-ongoing Private ESCO through EPC contract. NA 

EnergieHuis Belgium 2008-2013 Private Energy loans low or interest free with 
specific caps and payback period re-
quirements 

NA 
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4. EUROPEAN TOOLS TO DECREASE THE 
RISK OF FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS 

Setting favourable framework conditions is essential to attract private financing sup-
ply to buildings’ energy efficiency projects. Investments in this sector are usually eval-
uated as too risky and not profitable.  

Below, some of the tools put in place by the European Union and the Portuguese Gov-
ernment to decrease financing risk and increase confidence of external investors in EE 
retrofit projects, are listed. 

 

4.1. Energy Savings Insurance 
Energy Savings Insurance (ESI9) model, developed by Stiftung BASE, consists of finan-
cial and non-financial mechanisms designed to work together to build trust and cred-
ibility among key actors and to reduce the risk for companies to invest in energy effi-
ciency. The ESI model targets small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and creates 
the conditions for them to upgrade specific old inefficient technologies to new and 
more efficient ones. The model consists of four main financial elements and two non-
financial one as reported below8,10: 

 Financing. ESI is used to identify and link existing financial instruments to enable 
EE projects. The financial instruments benefit from the ESI mechanism by reducing 
the credit risk of their borrower, and mobilising green finance; 

 Standardized and simplified contracts for a clear and transparent framework for 
negotiations; 

 Energy savings insurance to insure against the provider failing to fulfil its contrac-
tual obligations regarding the energy savings; 

 
9 Cordis -European Commission, Driving Investment in Energy Efficiency through Energy Savings Insurance in Europe 
(H2020). Available at https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/785061 
10 Ebase – Unlocking investments in energy efficiency in Europe. Available at https://energy-base.org/projects/energy-
savings-insurance-europe/ 
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 Validation. An independent technical validation process is integrated into the pro-
ject, to overcome the perceived high-performance risk of energy efficiency pro-
jects. This evaluates the capacity of the project to deliver the promised energy 
savings, verifies the installation, and acts as an arbitrator if required; 

 Supporting activities such as communication, promotion and marketing activi-
ties, capacity building for key market stakeholders, and support to build initial 
pipelines of EE projects; 

 Dissemination and long-lasting training tools to promote the model more 
broadly across Europe, and the development of long-lasting training tools. 

The ESI model presents a proven and unique market-based approach that makes use 
of distribution channels and products that are already available on the market.  

ESI’s approach has been presented to relevant SMEs in Italy, Portugal and Spain. It is 
already supported by major insurance companies and financial institutions.  

Its main innovation is the MIS, Management Information System, a web-based plat-
form that reports and monitors the performance of each project, facilitating the ex-
change of information amongst stakeholders. 

 

4.2. Think Tank for Sustainable Finance 
The Portuguese government, within the Roadmap to Carbon Neutrality by 2050, is 
working to facilitate the transition to the economic growth based on investment in 
sustainable projects and activities and the access of private sector to such funding. 
The Think Tank for Sustainable Finance11 was created within this strategy by the main 
players in the financial sector in Portugal and coordinated by the Ministry of the Envi-
ronment and Energy Transition in partnership with the Ministry of the Finance and the 
Ministry of the Economy.  

The Think Tank identified key areas and several recommendations over different time 
frames, in order that the financial sector in Portugal can contribute towards acceler-
ating this process, in particular via the setup of a structure to promote Sustainable 
Financing in Portugal. 

 
11 Fundo Ambiental - Letter of Commitment to Sustainable Financing in Portugal. Available at https://www.fundoam-
biental.pt/ficheiros/commitment-letter-v2-pdf.aspx 
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Fundamentals of the Think Tank relative to EE state that: 

 The transition to a carbon-neutral economy in 2050 implies an increase or re-
allocation of private financing, by also aligning the financial system with the 
needs of investment associated with carbon neutrality, and consistent with ap-
plicable prudential and market conduct regulations, given that available public 
resources are not sufficient; 

 The redirection of capital flows towards sustainable investment is crucial to en-
sure the sustainable and inclusive growth of the Portuguese economy. 

 

4.3. Energy Efficiency Financial Institutions Group 
The Energy Efficiency Financial Institutions Group (EEFIG)12 was established in 2013 by 
the European Commission Directorate-General for Energy and the United Nations En-
vironment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI). Its main goal is to provide support 
in accelerating private financing to energy efficiency, with particular focus on the Eu-
ropean Green Deal and within the EU Recovery Plan frameworks.  

The methodology involves the promotion of energy efficiency financing through policy 
and market-based solutions to increase the scope of EE investments across Europe. 
The group currently covers six working areas, namely: (i) Evolution of financing prac-
tices, (ii) Loan risk and performance assessment, (iii) Multiple benefits of energy effi-
ciency, (iv) Tagging and taxonomy, (v) Further improvements of energy efficiency in 
industry, and (vi) Energy efficiency financing framework. Through a multi-level stake-
holder dialogue, working groups identify opportunities and barriers in the long-term 
financing for energy efficiency, and propose policy and market solutions.  

EEFIG launched Europe’s largest database of energy efficiency investment projects 
(DEEP13) and an Underwriting Toolkit for financial institutions in 2017. DEEP is an open-
source database for energy efficiency investments performance monitoring and 
benchmarking. In their vision, an improved understanding of the real risks and benefits 
of EE investments based on market evidence and investment track records represents 
the smarter strategy to enhance EE retrofit projects across Europe.  

 
12 The Energy Efficiency Financial Institutions Group. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/eefig/index_en 
13 EEFIG – On going activities. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/eefig/going-activities_en 
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The EEFIG Underwriting Toolkit12 is designed to assist financial institutions to scale up 
their deployment of capital into energy efficiency. It was compiled to help originators, 
analysts and risk departments within financial institutions better understand the na-
ture of energy efficiency investments and therefore better evaluate both their value 
and the risks. At the same time it aims to help developers and owners seeking to at-
tract external capital to energy efficiency projects to develop projects in a way that 
better addresses the needs of financial institutions. 

EEFIG’s work inspired dozens of Horizon2020 research and investment projects and is 
widely promoted in Member States through e.g., the Sustainable Energy Investment 
Forums. 

Member organisations of the EEFIG Steering Committee include amongst others sev-
eral financing and insurance institutions (e.g., Swedbank, European Investment Bank, 
Allianz), UN, Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME), Euro-
pean Alliance of Companies for Energy Efficiency in Buildings (EuroACE) and many 
others. 

 

4.4. Others 
Several European Union’s Horizon 2020 projects14,15, are being developed exactly to 
provide innovative solutions in order to tackle the actual challenges related to Energy 
Efficiency Building Investments focusing on how to make those investments attractive 
to the financial sector. Listed below some of these projects or tools, and their main 
characteristics: 

 Carbon Risk Real Estate Monitor Project (CREEM) developed a risk assessment 
tool that allows investors in the commercial real estate sector to analyse the 
risks of stranded assets due to low energy performance and to reallocate in-
vestment into more energy efficient buildings. 

 Investor Confidence Project Europe developed the certification system “Inves-
tor ready energy efficiency” which assembles best practices and existing tech-
nical standards into a set of Protocols leading to standardisation of project 
steps for project developers and reduced due diligence costs for investors. 

 
14 EEnvest – Derisking EE Investments through innovation. Available at http://www.eenvest.eu/de-risking-energy-effi-
ciency-investments-through-innovation/ 
15 European Commission – De-risking investments. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/energy/topics/energy-effi-
ciency/financing/de-risking-investments_en 
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 LAUNCH project enables large-scale aggregation of sustainable energy assets 
for financiers and supports contractors in accelerating pipeline growth through 
standardised investor-grade EPC contracts and risk assessment protocols. 

 EEnvest aims to develop a platform that will allow investors and homeowners 
to evaluate and reduce the associated risk in energy efficiency building invest-
ments. 

 Triple-A focus instead on enhancing at an early stage the investment value 
chain of EE projects. 

 QUEST’s goal is to improve quality management investments foe energy effi-
ciency. 

 The Smart Finance for Smart Buildings Facility - the European Investment Bank 
(EIB) has recently adopted a brand-new financial instrument to unlock EUR 10 
billion of public and private funds until 2020 for energy efficiency and renewa-
ble. This will be done through using EU grants as a guarantee for these projects, 
creating a market for building renovation while aggregating projects, de-risk 
energy efficiency investments and optimising the use of public funds. 

 ELENA – European Local Energy Assistance provides technical assistance for 
energy efficiency and renewable energy investments targeting buildings and 
innovative urban transport. Both Public and Private sectors are eligible as long 
as their activities include technical studies, financial and legal advisory, project 
bundling and management and, such projects should not be profit making. 
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5. FINANCING ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN 
THE PORTUGUESE CONTEXT 

The following chapters discuss challenges and opportunities for financial mecha-
nisms implementation on the national territory. 

5.1. Existing Policies and Incentives in Portugal 
National Energy and Climate Plan 2021-2030 (PNEC)16 repealed and replaced the pre-
vious National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency (PNAEE), which was operating until 
2020. For the 2030 horizon, Portugal aims to define a strategy and objectives to allow 
a competitive national economy to be consolidated, which is resilient and increasingly 
low carbon. The PNEC covers five major dimensions: Decarbonisation, EE, Energy Se-
curity, International Energy Market and Research, Innovation and Competitiveness, 
each detailing then several «action strategies». The Energy Efficiency dimension sets, 
in a general framework, the indicative national energy efficiency contribution to 
achieving the European Union's binding energy efficiency target of 32.5% by 203017. 
This dimension then split into several action strategies, among which, one dedicated 
to building renovation (Action Strategy 2.1). This aims to promote the energy renewal 
of building stock and nearly zero-energy building (NZEB), and specifically aims to: 

 promote a long-term strategy for the renewal of buildings; 
 update the Buildings Energy Certification System (Sistema de Certificação 

Energética dos Edifícios – SCE); 
 provide a new version of the Energy Certificate; 
 review the Energy Efficiency Regulations for Residential and Service Buildings 

(public and private); 
 promote NZEB. 

 
16 National Energy and Climate Plan 2021-2030 (NECP 2030). Portugal December 2019. Available at https://ec.eu-
ropa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/pt_final_necp_main_en.pdf 
17 Target referred to in Article 1(1) and Article 3(4) of Directive 2012/27/EU [version amended in accordance with the 
provisions of proposal COM(2016) 761], based on primary or final energy consumption, in the primary or final energy 
economies or on energy intensity. 
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Financial Instruments for Urban Rehabilitation and Revitalisation (IFRRU 2020) sup-
ports urban renewal through the entire Portuguese territory, using EUR 102 million of ESI 
Funds resources to mobilise EUR 1.4 billion of public and private investments. The IFFRU 
therefore gather several sources including, as said, ESI funds, Regional Operational 
Programmes, finances from the European Investment Bank, the Council of Europe De-
velopment Bank and State Budget. Public financing then is used to guarantee and 
attract private co-funding. A key feature of the financial instrument is the role of the 
municipalities. Before a project can be granted a loan from an IFRRU 2020 financial 
instrument, it must secure a binding opinion from the municipality (the Municipality 
Opinion), where the project is situated. The purpose of the opinion is to confirm that 
the project is consistent with the strategy for sustainable urban development for the 
territory18. 

It is essential to acknowledge that by the end of the PEER project IFRRU might be re-
pealed and replaced by another regulatory and/or financial instrument.  

National Fund for Rehabilitation of the Built Environment (FNRE). The creation of the 
National Fund for Rehabilitation of the Built Environment (FNRE) was decided by the 
Resolution of the Council of Ministers No. 48/2016, published on 1 September. It is a 
special closed real estate investment fund, of private subscription and of indetermi-
nate duration. The FNRE's main objective is the development and implementation of 
real estate rehabilitation projects for the promotion of rentals, especially housing, with 
a view to urban regeneration and repopulation of urban centres, intending to achieve, 
in a medium- and long-term perspective, a growing appreciation of the investment19. 

Recovery and Resilience Plan (RRP). Plano de Recuperação e Resiliência is the national 
application of a European instrument – NextGeneration EU – for the post-pandemic 
recovery. The programme aims to implement a set of reforms and investments to re-
store economic growth under a sustainable perspective until 2026. Total money allo-
cation amounts at more than EUR 16 billion. The PRR is an investment plan for all Por-
tuguese, based on three structural dimensions: Resilience; Climate Transition; Digital 
Transition. For what concerns this report, the focus should stay on component 2 of 

 
18 European Commission, European Development Bank – FiCompass: Financial instruments for urban development in 
Portugal – IFRRU 2020. Available at https://www.fi-compass.eu/sites/default/files/publica-
tions/IFRRU%202020%2C%20Portugal.pdf 
19 Portal da Habitação – FNRE Fundo Nacional de Reabilitação do Edificado. Available at https://www.portaldahabita-
cao.pt/fundo-nacional-para-a-reabilitacao-do-edificado 
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Resilience dimension – Housing – and component 13 of Climate Transition –Energy 
Efficiency. 

Under the Resilience dimension, component 2 - Housing (EUR 2 733 million budget) 
aim is to relaunch and reorientate housing policy in Portugal, safeguarding housing 
for all, by reinforcing the public housing stock and the rehabilitation of the undignified 
housing of lower-income families. Among other programmes, the one named “Access 
to Housing Support Programme” should provide EUR 1.211 million, which expects to re-
spond to at least 26,000 families by 2026. Another EUR 775 million will be dedicated to 
“Public Affordable Housing Stock Programme”, which should allow for the rehabilita-
tion of 75% of the patrimony registered in Decree-Law No. 82/2020, oriented towards 
the creation of affordable public housing stock, and safeguard investment in the pro-
motion of affordable rents through municipal programmes. 

Under the Climate Transition dimension, component 13 – Energy Efficiency in Buildings 
presents a budget of EUR 610 million, 300 of which are dedicated to EE interventions in 
residential buildings. Under the responsibility of the Environmental Fund (Fundo Am-
biental), the aim is to promote investments in a renovation of residential buildings, the 
promotion of energy and resource efficiency, strengthening the production of energy 
from renewable sources in self-consumption and the fight against energy poverty, 
which may materialise in individual or individual or cumulative actions. 

This component also includes the National Long-Term Strategy to Combat Energy 
Poverty, currently in preparation, which responds to the need identified in the PNEC 
2030 to "Guarantee a Just, Democratic and Cohesive Transition - Strengthening the 
role of the citizen as an active agent in in decarbonisation and energy transition, cre-
ate a level playing field for all combat energy poverty, create instruments for the pro-
tection of vulnerable citizens and promote active citizen involvement and territorial 
enhancement". 

5.2. Social and Economic Barriers 
Research from ADENE (2017)20 revealed that main concerns to develop EE in the Portu-
guese residential sector, despite from the rather low incomes, are mainly linked to the 
lack of knowledge and bureaucratic/administrative issues.  

 
20 European Commission, 2019 - Developing, piloting and standardising on-tax financing for residential energy effi-
ciency retrofits in European cities and regions. EuroPace. 
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Signs of the necessity to sensitise the community are the disinterest, lack of concern, 
or limited awareness on the urgency of the need to save resources (economic and 
environmental) and reduce waste. This, combined with limited information on the EE 
topic and the measures to be taken to improve it are the first barrier to overcome in 
order to catch the interest of homeowners and stakeholders in general.  

Age and education level of buildings’ residents might also hamper the implementa-
tion of EE measures in the residential sector. 

Often the perception that EE measures are difficult to implement and always entail 
high costs, particularly for the initial investment prevents tenants and/or owners, 
leading them to prefer smaller but quicker wins such as switching to LED lamps be-
cause they can be purchased gradually, and the cost is limited. 

Bureaucracy issues do not only concern administration, but mostly the long decision-
making process and authorisation of third parties – on the side of landlords (in the 
case of tenants) or the need for a consensus covering two-thirds of the owners (in the 
case of dwellings). A good example is the programme Efficient Housing 2020 (“Casa 
Eficiente 2020”) which requires the following documentation:  

 Detailed budget and description of the project, prepared by a certificated building 
company from a short list;  

 Register and official description of the property (or proprieties in the case of con-
dominiums);  

 Acceptance of the beneficiary (person interested in the Efficient Housing 2020 pro-
gramme) attesting the conformity of the work with the conditions of the Pro-
gramme;  

 Proof of the tax status (no debts);  
 Other documents required by the commercial bank. 

In conclusion, it is possible to state with certainty that Portuguese’s general low in-
come plays a major role in limiting the full development of the EE potential in private 
residences. A financing mechanism providing up-front money could partially solve 
this issue.
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5.3. Legal Constraints 
Through consultation and benchmark analysis it has been established that the finan-
cial schemes above mentioned might have legal constraints to their implementation, 
according to countries’ legislation. In the case of Portugal, some limitations have been 
identified and must be taken into consideration when choosing the most suitable fi-
nancial mechanism for PEH. These are discussed below: 

 On-bill financing schemes can be implemented by general energy sellers at the 
condition that their only activity is the purchase and sale of electricity – e.g., not 
the production.  

 On-property tax financing can also be considered, but it would require the involve-
ment of the government, to provide legislative framework. Therefore, this process 
can be long and complex and can´t be implemented at local level (by municipal-
ities for example). Nevertheless, these taxes can be translated in other kinds of fees, 
levies, rates or contributions that may overcome this issue.  

 Revolving funds are not common practice in Portugal but remain technically fea-
sible. When the fund is fed through public investments, the management of the 
resources go through increased restrictions.  

 EPC contracting is largely implemented in building renovation projects. Such 
mechanisms can technically be combined with public grants, but this needs to be 
analysed on a case-by-case basis. Public entities would also be able to apply un-
der the form of Public Private Partnerships or simple performance obligation.  

 Crowdfunding is commonly used in real estate. It is a fully regulated sector, which 
had few attempts also in the energy efficiency and renewable energy areas (e.g., 
GoParity). 

 

Theoretically, all the presented schemes are applicable in the Portuguese context, alt-
hough the project type and financial scheme specifics will influence the baseline sce-
narios and therefore further analysis may be needed.  
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6. LESSONS LEARNT 
Leveraging on the previous study done over the case studies analysed, several key 
take-aways have been identified and will be taken into consideration during the im-
plementation of the PEER project and, more specifically the development of its finan-
cial mechanism. 

6.1. Importance of Financial Schemes 
There are several reasons why homeowners are recalcitrant in participating in build-
ing renovation. Some of these are non-finance related, including (i) the disbelief that 
the building could be declared as not appropriate for living; (ii) actions to be taken 
during the technical preparation of the project are very complex and time-consum-
ing, (iii) bureaucratic issues related to project approval are extremely challenging. 

However, the main barrier appears to be of financial nature. Particularly in the case of 
social housing, issues like insufficient income and unwillingness to commit to long-
term investment represent a constraint. This aspect is not important only for the initial 
commitment of target groups, but it becomes a burden at the moment of under-
standing how to financially sustain the whole programme. Trust and risk are the main 
components of these schemes – investors usually look for easy, fast and reliable profit 
which is not always the case of energy efficiency renovation projects.  

It is then logic to put the main focus on this aspect of the EE programme. The mecha-
nism selected is often influenced by the type of project, culture or legislation, but can 
in turn affect target groups, results, or timing. It is then necessary to take the time and 
develop the scheme that best fit the situation, taking into consideration local con-
straints and opportunities. 

The following chapter analyses the main aspects and precautions to take into ac-
count when developing a funding mechanism.  
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6.2. Essential aspects of the EE financing 
Article 4 of the Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU21 encourage Member States to 
define a long-term strategy to stimulate renovations in the building sector. Specifi-
cally, it states that the strategy shall encompass22:  

 an overview of the national building stock based, as appropriate, on statistical 
sampling;  

 identification of cost-effective approaches to renovations relevant to the building 
type and climatic zone;  

 policies and measures to stimulate cost-effective deep renovations of buildings, 
including staged deep renovations;  

 a forward-looking perspective to guide investment decisions of individuals, the 
construction industry and financial institutions;  

 an evidence-based estimate of expected energy savings and wider benefits. 

The article resumes what was highlighted during the benchmark analysis and dis-
cussed within some interviews conducted with main stakeholders and developers of 
these programmes. To integrate, the discussion below delves into these and other es-
sential steps to include in the project’s elaboration. 

6.2.1. Social aspects 

Build stakeholders’ support and motivation. Stakeholders’ motivation represents the 
first and most important burden to manage when implementing an EE project, to build 
trust within the programme and ensure investors. The role played by, not only, target 
groups but also all other parties involved is determining in maintaining a sustained 
effort backed by common purpose for the success of the project, and therefore most 
importantly ensure financial trust. It is logical to affirm that energy efficiency retrofit 
would have limited or lower results in terms of energy savings if tenants and home-
owners do not take appropriate precautions after the renovation works. Moreover, as 
a matter of trust and de-risk, stakeholders need to be completely engaged and feel 
the general support from the beginning to the end of the project.  

 
21 Updated version of the Energy Services Directive 2006/32/EC and later repealed by the Energy Performance of Build-
ings Directive 2018/844/EU 
22 European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy – MS are to prepare long-term renovation strategies. Available at 
https://www.eceee.org/policy-areas/EE-directive/all-faqs-on-the-eed/long-term-renovation/ 
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Project motivation is created through strong fundamentals and provides the source 
of commitment and clarity of purpose that are necessary to both generate the re-
sources required to develop a project and the perseverance required to make it hap-
pen. If this is lacking there is a high risk of failing or limiting project’s success, causing 
capital loss. Motivation of all parties is essential to guarantee the correct flow of the 
project and path towards its completion, increase trust of investors and ease access 
to financing. 

Lack of motivation or loss of support can be the result of an extension of the already 
long decision process. As happened in the Accelerate Sunshine programme, the six 
months preparation for the signature of EPC contracts took more than 2 years. The 
administrative expenses have bloated, and many efforts had to be done in order to 
proceed with the projects due to loss of motivation on the side of homeowners, belief 
that the grant would not be approved and changeset in the management team in the 
meantime. 

Homeowners and tenants’ motivation research from past projects´ experiences in-
volving social studies and queries to population, show that people prefer comfort over 
costs, i.e., to pay an extra amount in return for enhanced heating at home is an ap-
pealing factor. This could be interesting when considering financial schemes that al-
low for a monthly charge and there is no need for capital expenditure in advance. 
Involving the homeowners from the very beginning is a key aspect for the projects to 
succeed and flow according to the established pipeline.  

6.2.2. Technical aspects 

Focus on district-level renovation aims to strategically link renovation with the larger 
energy transition. It represents both a quick-win and a long-term renovation project 
with high cost-energy efficiency ratio benefit. For example, investors would be much 
more attracted in retrofitting dwellings sharing centralized heating then autonomous 
ones due to lowest financial risks linked to energy savings and dependency on a re-
duced number of individuals23. 

Deployment of one-stop-shops as key local vectors for retrofit financing. Common, 
transparent platforms involving all the building’s stakeholders are vital in effectively 
matching renovation demand and supply, and also in supporting the overall renova-
tion decision-making process of citizens. OSS should cover the essential task of dis-
seminating knowledge, but most importantly it should function as financial guarantee 
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and ease the integration of different types of funding and incentives, increasing fea-
sibility of more complex interventions. The massive deployment of one-stop-shops in 
cities would help crate renovation packages for homeowners and tenants and play a 
key role in ensuring a high-quality supply chain for renovations: at the stages of as-
sessing the building; advising on the measures to be carried out in a holistic, long-
term renovation plan; making available tailored financial mechanism; choosing com-
panies and coordinating the renovations; taking delivery of the work; and monitoring 
energy savings delivered23.  

Lack of Knowledge and Data about benefits of energy efficiency improvements rep-
resents an obstacle to the diffusion of these programmes and an eased access to 
their financing system. Investors, and particularly private investors, which take the 
highest risks during the project development do not have sufficient proof of success 
cases or just similar cases to build their trust. Most of the time, when grating a loan to 
finance an EE retrofit project, these are classified as private credits which make them 
difficult to identify and record. Cities should have increased data availability for all 
types of public and private buildings in order to best assess needs, available policy 
options, and monitor performance improvements. In this regard, the role of national 
and EU building registries and observatories is critical. Database platforms containing 
such information are discussed in chapter 4.3 – they represent useful tools to dissem-
inate knowledge and facilitate EE financing. Furthermore, Energy Performance Certifi-
cates should be largely adopted to become a more reliable and transparent instru-
ment to better support renovation decision-making processes, and further be incor-
porated into building renovation passports23. As well as for energy efficiency invest-
ments’ data collection, knowledge on Energy Audits and building performances would 
greatly promote energy efficiency investments. This is a useful tool to overcome the 
information barriers and facilitate funding. Energy Audits allows to investigate and un-
derstand the saving potential and indirectly the security of the investment of energy 
retrofitting.  

Tenants’ and homeowners’ knowledge about Energy Savings is essential to ensure the 
maximum performance of the renovation programme. In necessary that target 
groups are aware and put in place all the measure to boost the energy savings and 

 
23 Energy Cities – A renovation Wave to exit several crisis. Available at https://energy-cities.eu/policy/a-renovation-
wave-for-public-and-private-buildings/ 
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take the maximum advantage of the retrofit works. Depending on the financial mech-
anism adopted, higher energy saving could translate into faster payback times and 
lower “cost of money”. It appears logical then the implementation of tools like trainings 
and living labs or awareness campaigns to disseminate knowledge and sensitise the 
public.  

 

6.3. Issues to acknowledge 
Recording pitfalls from past similar experiences gives the opportunity to dis-cuss and 
avoid unintended outcomes that may impact the success a project. From this analy-
sis, the most relevant obstacles and challenges to address are identified in order to 
help mitigating some of these risks and transform them into opportunities. 

 

Lack of confidence 

 Financing institutions are still reluctant in investing in EE project due to their limited 
knowledge; 

 Energy services contractors often lack the tools needed to gain more customers; 
 The renovation process is very complicated and bureaucratic, and results are not 

immediately visible. The main issue is to make feel homeowners safe within the 
whole process (completion, finance, benefits). 
 

Public Engagement and Awareness 

 Financial institutions are misinformed about the Energy Efficiency attractiveness; 
One of the reasons the apartment owners are not openly prone to the renovation 
process is that they do not believe they have the resources to make a renovation.  
 

Technical and Processual 

 Long decision-making processes cause (i) loss of interest on the side of home-
owners; (ii) increase of costs related to administration and (iii) conflicts among 
homeowners, service providers and construction companies; 

 The focus in often on the single apartment rather than being on the whole building 
- homeowners prefer to do small fixings on their properties rather than consider 
the global state of the dwelling; 
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 Barriers for on-bill schemes implementation include (i) divergent interests be-
tween owners and tenants concerning EE investments; (ii) long pay-back period 
and possibility of property change; 

 The obstacle that was not possible to legally overcome (in Italy) was the imple-
mentation of a public-private mixed financing, combining public funding with 
ESCO, therefore EPC contract, scheme; 

 The intervention of energy service companies such as younger ESCOs might lower 
the final energy saving of the retrofit projects due to their lack of technical 
knowledge about energy efficiency renovation works. Construction companies are 
less prone to apply to the same tender due to the high risk and limited financing 
possibilities;  

 EPC contracts are almost impossible to implement in the case of high percentage 
of private owners in a building, due to the increased financial risk linked to the 
complex decision making processes; 

 ESCOs prefer to invest in dwellings with centralized heating rather than several au-
tonomous ones, due to the risk associated with less reliable energy savings; 

 Even if bundling up more project would decrease the materials’ cost and improve 
programme’s implementation, it might be complex to organise a tender for multi-
ple buildings. It is more interesting to have single tenders in order to allow smaller 
companies to compete; 

 Legislation does not yet stimulate or protect the ESCOs to take on deep renovation 
processes, since these own all the risks (shared savings model). Taking the exam-
ple of Accelerate SUNShINE project, in which all partners have been working closely 
with policy makers to propose the necessary changes; 

 On tax scheme might not be easily adopted due to difficulties for homeowners to 
sell a property linked to a debt. 
 

6.4. Things to Replicate 
This sub-chapter presents some insights collected during the analysis, that the team 
considers PEH’s future financial mechanism should be leveraged on. Divided into 
technical, financial and engagement categories, these can ease and upgrade the 
project implementation in the long run. 
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Technical 

 Simplify procedures, if possible, making them 100% online. The example from PICSA 
project shows how public and private partnership between construction compa-
nies and the Andalusian Energy Agency revealed to be a success because it al-
lowed to simplify the procedure to access financing – each intervention had its 
own budget and construction companies applied for it in the name of the home-
owner. In this sense, develop a standardized catalogue of available energy effi-
ciency improvement measures with defined funds; 

 Always offer (possibly free of charges), not only financial, but Technical Assistance 
(TA) to: (i) advice and anticipate the viability of the project and give reassurance 
to the financing institution (who naturally lack knowledge in EE field); (ii) TA to 
home and commercial building owners is necessary to enhance trust in energy 
services contractors and project performance/ savings; 

 Invest in reliable data acquisition of buildings, energy consumption, projects, in-
vestments, energy savings, etc. for a successful program implementation;  

 Adapt/ combine the financial scheme and business models to the different pro-
jects´ scales. 

 

Financial 

 Promote the creation of a guarantee fund with a large portfolio of projects to en-
sure financing institutions cooperation and investment; 

 Shared risks among public-private partnerships mobilize the private sector; 
 Promote on-bill and on-tax schemes when implementing large-scale pro-

grammes to reduce risk and increase profit – investment repayment should be 
ensured due to customers' very low default rates in paying utility bills or property 
tax; 

 Use project payback to finance future operations; 
 Consider crowdlending and collective financing in order to create a guarantee 

fund for EE projects. 

 

Engagement 

 Develop a One-Stop-Shop to largely benefit and ease the process of integration 
of diverse funding sources; 
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 Involve tenants’ union as project partners to help mediate the relation between 
tenants and the company managing the dwellings which is normally very tense; 

 Create a stakeholder platform as a moment of meeting for all parties to support 
and facilitate exchange in particular among investors (financing institutions) and 
beneficiaries (ESCOs, social housing agency, homeowners, etc.);  

 Tenants’ and homeowners’ training was essential in order for them to easily accept 
and understand the importance of the renovation works; 

 Improve tenants’ and homeowners’ awareness on the subject to facilitate deci-
sion-making progress in the design, financing and implementation of energy effi-
ciency retrofits; 

 Expose evidence to the government authorities about related benefits in order to 
push for future incentives, financing and policy improvements.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
The development of a financial mechanism requires a detailed analysis of the social, 
economic and legislative traits of the country it is based in. The characteristics of the 
projects, which size, EE interventions, target group, etc., also play an essential role in 
the elaboration of this scheme. There is no “one-solution-fits-all”, business models 
and funding schemes may have to be adapted to match the needs of different pro-
jects. 

The research and consultation of similar cases is helpful in order to anticipate possible 
pitfalls and leverage on positive outcomes. Main barriers that is possible to encounter 
when financing EE renovation projects include: 

• EE not being a high investment priority 

• Lack of stable, low risk and accessible financing instruments 

• Lack of knowledge and experience with financing EE 

• Investment opportunities based on the risk-return profile 

Full disclosure in every communication, contracts, conditions and methods is im-
portant. The standardization and simplification of the procedures and documentation 
brings transparency and confidence. This increase motivation and indirectly lower the 
risk linked to human factor.  

Public authorities have the power to scale-up and replicate valuable renovation pro-
jects and suitable business models in their regions and municipalities, but these mu-
nicipalities are usually inadequately organized to manage and finance the renovation 
process, so they can leverage on their EE potential by making use of, for example, OSS 
support. Such platforms may reveal themselves as a trustworthy partner to the con-
sumer and to the stakeholders, managing private and public partnerships, particu-
larly in terms of funding.  

Moreover, workshops and information sessions for all parties involved about innova-
tive financing mechanisms are a key matter and should take place at the EU and na-
tional levels with dissemination materials available and open access. 

Increasing public subsidies and higher volume of traditional loans are not sustainable 
in the long run. To reach and potentiate significant investments it is crucial to attract 
private investors into these schemes. The market conditions have to become more 
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attractive and new repayments systems must be set-up, so these building invest-
ments are accessible to all.  

Below are presented some key take-aways about the financial schemes addressed 
in this report: 

 
High reliability/Low Risk Financial Schemes 

 On-tax and on-bill schemes present lower financial risk because they are based 
on utility bills and property taxes which usually have a really low default risk; 

 Loan guarantee portfolio with many large projects’ portfolio is attractive for financ-
ing institutions because of the margin profit (due to the large number of renova-
tions works) and the low risk (covered by the fund); 

 Revolving funds can be structured in such way that each intervention has a spe-
cific budget allocated and it is the construction company that directly apply for 
the funding in place of the homeowner; 

 Crowd financing gives the possibility for everyone to participate, even to small in-
vestors at low risk. 
 

Size of the projects 

 Traditional loans are challenging for smaller projects to secure financial institu-
tions interest and approval; 

 EPC model is not suitable for small projects due to high transaction costs. It is also 
dependent on human factors (motivation and application of energy savings pre-
cautions). For these reasons it is more suited for large dwellings with a single 
owner; 

 On the on-utility bill model may be difficult for utility companies to engage with 
multiple stakeholders, especially in a multi-residential building with a mixture of 
owners and tenants; 

 On-bill repayment (OBR) schemes are a solution for implementation of large pro-
grams, as the credit is provided by a third party. 
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Technical feasibility 

 Offering Technical Assistance (TA) to all kinds of projects and associated financial 
schemes; 

 Grants schemes need to be closely monitored to avoid technical misleading in-
volvement from free riders; 

 On-tax schemes might be bureaucratic too heavy, they also might be less well 
accepted/chosen because it might affect the ease of selling the property after-
wards as buyers will not want to be attached to the loan; 

 On-tax schemes are effective only if national tax collection is well‑structured and 
transparent. Not all countries collect property taxes in the way that is suitable for 
PACE voided upfront capital expenditure; 

 EPC model, done by ESCOs reduces or eliminates performance risk of energy effi-
ciency measures; 

 On-utility bill there may be lack of expertise in some EE solutions by the utility com-
pany; 

 There may be limited availability of ESCOs to execute EPC contracts; 
 Most ESCO companies are young and lack a track record. 
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1 DIREITO  

Portugal, 2019-2024 

Brief Description: Aims to support the promotion of housing solutions for people living in undignified 
housing conditions who do not have the financial capacity to bear the cost of access to adequate hous-
ing. 

Target group: (i) Families, to access adequate housing; (ii) Entities, to promote housing solutions, 
namely: Autonomous Regions or Municipalities; Public Entities; Residents' associations and housing and 
construction cooperatives; owners of properties located in degraded areas. 

Type of intervention: Full renovation works, supporting works, safety and construction management ser-
vices during the works, legal expenses. For renovation works are only eligible for soft loans the energy  

efficiency measures that allow an increase of two levels in the energy certificate in comparison with the 
baseline.  

Type of funding: Traditional/ soft loans; fiscal exemptions 

Financing scheme: Can comprise two components: (i) non-reimbursable co-payment (ii) subsidized 
loan for the non-participated portion.  

Results: NA 

Website: https://www.portaldahabitacao.pt/1.%C2%BA-direito 
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RENONBILL 

Several European countries, 2019-2022 

Brief Description: RenOnBill is a European project promoting On-Bill Schemes (OBS) to finance energy 
efficiency retrofits. Its overall objective is to scale up investments towards deep energy renovations of 
residential buildings by promoting the development and implementation of OBS which use energy bills 
as repayment vehicle for the works. OBS has been in use for more than 30 years, particularly in the USA 
and Canada, where it significantly drives the building renovation market.  

Specifically, the programme will: 

 Define the residential building market context for OBS to enable replication and disseminate 
knowledge through the insights gained; 

 Engage key stakeholders through national stakeholder platforms; 
 Develop tools to address the renovation financing demand and assess and bundle investments 

based on a transparent methodology; 

Countries in which the programme has been implemented include Germany, Italy, Lithuania, and Spain. 

Target group: Home- and apartment-owners or tenants of residential buildings with energy efficiency 
amelioration margin. 

Type of intervention: RenOnBill will then develop a tool to structure the residential sector’s energy reno-
vation demand, by assessing risks and investments. It will finally test the results on the three partner util-
ities, for which tailored business models will be developed. RenOnBill’s four focus countries are Germany, 
Italy, Lithuania and Spain, chosen to capture to an extent the differences that can be encountered when 
replicating on-bill schemes across wider Europe. 

Type of funding: On-Bill Schemes 

Financing scheme: OBS is one key innovative way of financing energy efficiency: OBS brings the up-front 
costs of energy efficiency upgrades down to zero by simply adding a periodical line item to a customer’s 
utility bill, which serves as the repayment vehicle. OBS can only be proficiently implemented if there is 
close cooperation between energy utilities and financial institutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results: NA 

Website: https://www.renonbill.eu/ 

  

 

Figure 3 OBS general scheme from RenOnBill project 
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HOUSEENVEST 

Spain, 2018-2022 

Brief Description: HousEEnvest is a project based in the Estremadura region with the aim to include the 
promotion of energy savings and the reduction of CO2 emissions in multi-family buildings in the region 
of Estremadura, as well as the revitalisation of the construction sector. The analysis on the building stock 
provides that of these, 60% have an average age of over 40 years. Energy Efficiency Investments in mul-
tifamily houses is a project under the H2020 programme´s initiative, that aims to demonstrate the viability 
of the designed financing scheme, focusing on a regional market. 

Target group: Communities of owners or individual homeowners who develop bankable projects that 
contribute to achieving energy efficiency improvements. Single-owner of multi-family residential build-
ings are expressly excluded. 

Type of intervention: Integral energy renovation in buildings, implementation of renewable energies in 
the building for shared electrical self-consumption. 

Type of funding: Mixed sources of financing reunited in one single fund 

Financing scheme: The Housing Energy Efficiency Guarantee Fund for Extremadura (GEEVE Fund - Gar-
antía en Eficiencia Energética de Vivienda de Extremadura) is a guarantee fund fed through public 
budget (EUR 5 M from the Extremadura Region, European Regional Development Fund, Regional Opera-
tional Progarmmes). HOuseEnvest project used GEEVE to ensure preferential loans to homeowners. 
Through the creation of the portfolio guarantee (involving several projects) the programme was able to 
reach an agreement with the financing institutions. Namely, they had to accept that: (i) the guarantee 
fund was free of charges, (ii) the fund would cover up to 90% of the investment in case of non-reimbursed 
loan, but would not pay if all loans fail, (iii) the bank shall not ask additional guarantees to homeowners, 
(iv) the bank will concede to homeowners’ loans at reduced interest rates. The fund set a threshold of 15% 
of the investment to be refunded in case of payment failure. Prior to the renovation project implementa-
tion, a technical report was conducted on the house/dwelling in order for HouseEnvest to evaluate the 
profitability of the project – this document was also useful for bank (with limited knowledge on the sub-
ject) to have higher guarantees since it came from an independent entity (AGENEX). 

There are several requirements to get these loans and specific project requirements to be met, but char-
acteristics of the loans: (i) maximum amount: up to EUR 800,000 per project and recipient; (ii) duration: 
to be determined by the financial intermediary, based on the calculation of the estimated theoretical 
savings; (iii) possibility of including a 1-year capital grace period; (iv) interest rate: to be defined in the 
Business Plan 

Results:  

 The scheme allowed the homeowners to only worry about repaying the loan. All energy savings, eco-
nomically speaking were for them; 

 The fund worked good in the case of association of owners because of the low default rate/risk; 
 Office of Energy Rehabilitation Services of Extremadura (OSIR in Spanish) has been launched. Here 

citizens may request different services related to energy renovations for all types of dwellings (finan-
cial advice) and multi-family houses (technical, financial, contractors…). 

Website: http://fondogeeve.com/ | https://renuevatucasa.eu/en/home/ 
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CASA EFICIENTE 2020 

Portugal, 2018-2021 

Brief Description: The Casa Eficiente 2020 Programme aims to provide soft loans for operations that pro-
mote the improvement of the environmental performance of residential buildings, with special focus on 
energy and water efficiency, as well as urban waste management. The interventions may focus on the 
building envelope and its systems. 

Target group: Residential sector: owner of a building or autonomous fraction; condominiums. 

Type of intervention: The interventions can focus on the building envelope (e.g. walls, roofs, windows) 
and its systems (e.g. lighting systems, ventilation, domestic hot water production, building networks, san-
itary devices, irrigation systems). 

Type of funding: Traditional/ soft loan 

Financing scheme: Financed at EUR 100-200 million from the EIB and EUR 100 million from commercial 
banks (Caixa Geral de Depósitos -state bank, Millenium BCP and Novo Banco), it aims to give loans at 
competitive interests for interventions that promote the environmental performance of residential build-
ings. 

Results: NA 

Website: https://casaeficiente2020.pt/ 
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BUNDLEUP 

Portugal, 2018-2021 

Brief Description: BundleUp is a funded EU project, under the H2020 scope, with an overall budget of EUR 
999,437.50 and gathers 8 partners, including five local energy agencies. AdEPorto is part of the BundleUP 
project consortium, which aims to find contractual models and financing solutions to accelerate the im-
plementation of energy efficiency and renewable energy projects, facilitating the execution of operations 
that otherwise would not be financed, due to scale limitations or lack of market appetite. 

Target group: Private and public sector for small and medium sized projects 

Type of intervention: The BundleUp portfolio includes public lighting, buildings and solar power projects. 

Type of funding: Crowd financing 

Financing scheme:  

 Analysis of the applicability of crowdfunding to projects in the Public sector; 
 Blending of funding for public and private small-scale energy efficiency projects; 
 The project created an online marketplace for project promoters and investors in the energy effi-

ciency sector  

Results:  

 Development of standard energy efficiency procurement and contracting templates (EPC tender, 
EPC contract, Solar PV tender, Solar PV contract); 

 Implementation of EUR 44 M of public and private projects; 
 As of March 2020, 35 projects were funded with considerable impact: in solar power, the project has 

so far installed a total 1,87MW and an energy production of 2.8 GWh/year. While in public light-
ing/buildings, the projects funded will enable savings of about 4,567 tons of CO2/year, by cutting en-
ergy waste by 14.8 GWh/year. 

 Creation of the Ponto Energia platform, which enables the match between municipalities projects, 
installers and potential funders (such as ESCOs, funds, crowdlending, etc.). 

 Unbiased template to be used for Municipalities (bringing transparency to the public procurement 
process) and legal support directly to the technical and legal departments of municipalities in-
creased confidence in EPC contracts 

Website: https://www.adeporto.eu/en/projects/bundleup/  
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EUROPACE 

Several European countries, 2018-2021 

Brief Description: EuroPACE is a collaboration across four European countries (Spain, Italy, UK and Poland) 
that aimed to disseminate energy efficiency and generation technologies, making them accessible to 
most European households. The programme is an on-tax scalable financing mechanism which took in-
spiration from US PACE, previously discussed. The project was first implemented in Olot, Spain in 2019 
(HolaDomus – local name). The programme enclosed a comprehensive analysis identifying a roadmap 
for EuroPACE adoption in EU28 countries and selected the top four: Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal 
and Spain.   

Target group: Homeowner willing to implement energy efficiency renovation works. 

Type of intervention: All interventions with the purpose of boosting building renovation in homes, offices, 
hotels, multi-family and mixed-use properties. EuroPACE would also implement renewable energy up-
grades, water conservation improvements and a wide range of accessibility, structural integrity and 
other projects that improve habitability. 

Type of funding: On property-tax financing 

Financing scheme: EuroPACE proposes an 100% innovative financing model that can be paid back in up 
to 20 years with unchangeable interest rates. The project addressed several fundamental challenges to 
Energy Efficiency investment through (i) a Market-Based Approach by deploying private capital as up-
front financing to homeowners, i.e. reduce reliance on grants and subsidies, (ii) de-risking EE investment 
according to which the long-term repayments obligation is tied to a property and not its owner - munic-
ipalities would be the conduit for the repayment via the property tax bill, in the end (iii) technical assis-
tance provided by trained energy service con-tractors to tenants and owners, (iv) finally, the funding is 
repaid through a property-aggregated tax. 

The programme can be combined with other incentive programmes: local, regional and state.  

European funds cover with EUR 2,375,490.  

Differently from US Pace, EuroPACE provided a ‘safe conduit’, meaning that municipalities had an active 
role in remitting loan repayments from homeowners to private investors. This decreased the risk of pay-
ment default, thus attracting cheaper private funding. 

EuroPACE can also be combined with utility, local, state incentives programmes, subsidies and grants. 

Results: By 2025, the EuroPACE industry should generate measurable impact in the three key areas (i) 
Economy: over 45.000 jobs and EUR 5 B of capital in local economies across the EU27, (ii) Society: over 
300,000 homes retrofitted and improved, and (iii) Environment: energy saving of 3.5 MWh/year equating 
to CO2 savings totalling 1.8m tons. EuroPACE will account for just 4.6% of the European renovation industry 
by 2015 giving way to huge growth potential. 

Website: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/785057 
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ACCELERATE SUNSHINE 

Latvia, 2015-2021 

Brief Description: Nearly all apartments in Latvia are privately owned. Due to lack of awareness, technical 
knowledge, limited availability of funds, high risk perception and fear of debt financing, building’s mainte-
nance is not seen as a priority. ACCELERATE SUNShINE is a continuation of the SUNShINE project to support 
EPC and demonstrate viability of home retrofit through suitable project building, municipal partnership, 
and financial engineering. 

Target group: Public buildings, infrastructures, 1950s-1980s Latvian multifamily residential buildings with 
multiple private owners. 

Type of intervention: Marketing, facilitation, financial advice, financing, assessment, complete renova-
tion works. 

Type of funding: EPC financing, On bill financing, Forfaiting 

Financing scheme Financing to RenEsco was provided by local commercial banks (60%) in combination 
with a third party guaranteed loan (40%) from the Dutch Housing Institute (guaranteed by the Dutch 
Housing Corporation) based on project cash flows. No other collateral was foreseen. Homeowners have 
an extraordinary payment discipline, with 97% of payments on time and 0% non-payment during the 6 
years of existence of the program. 

One of the problems of the scheme is the fact that the balance sheet of the ESCO gets charged too much 
as the number of projects increases. ESCos, which are usually not able to support long-term debt, enter 
into a forfaiting fund, called LABEEF (Latvian Building Energy Efficiency Fund), before a deep renovation 
project, for selling its future cash flows (receivables). After having shown the energy savings, typically 
after 1 to 2 years, this forfaiting fund purchases the future receivables from the ESCO, allowing the ESCO 
to take on new loans. Under EPC the energy efficiency service provider guarantees to achieve the defined 
energy savings covering the investment required for the renovation works. In case if the defined energy 
savings is not achieved, the ESCO will take into account all operational and technical risks. This forfeiting 
scheme is key in growing the amount of investment in the buildings. Multifamily residential buildings were 
eligible for a grant up to 50% of the project investment costs. The remaining investment were organised 
by the ESCOs. 

Total investment of SUNShINES projects amounts of EUR 25.5M, of which EUR 1.6M comes from EU funds 
(H2020). Accelerate SUNShINE supports EPC with a pipeline of projects worth EUR 27 M and guaranteed 
savings over 27GWh/year.  EU funds amount to EUR 1,577,140. So far, EUR 14.5 million have been invested 
and more than EUR 10 million more are expected in 2021.  

Results: The initial program with RenEsco has allowed for the deep renovation of 15 multifamily buildings 
for a total Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) or investment of EUR 4 M. Energy savings ranged from 45% to 65%, 
equal to 1,300 MWh per year. The simple payback time (including ERDF grants) is typically 9 - 10 years. 
Accellerate SUNShINE created clearer procedures for the implementation of retrofit works in small and 
medium municipalities. Municipalities created a legal framework that accompanies tenants in the home 
retrofit process supporting energy audits, technical surveys and renovation works. Others include: 303 
meetings held, EUR 13,600,624 invested for renovation, 8 signed contracts. 

Website: https://sharex.lv/  
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ENERSHIFT 

Italy, 2016-2020 

Brief description: EnerSHIFT project was funded under the EC Horizon2020 Research and Innovation pro-
gram of 2015. The project promotes public residential building energetic requalification through innova-
tive financial models in the region of Liguria, in the north-west of Italy. The idea is to create a triple win 
solution, to equally share benefits amongst tenants, co-owners and, ESCo, not only from the point of view 
of energy savings, but also jobs creation and increased awareness to fight energy poverty. 

Target group: Social housing in the Liguria region, north-west of Italy 

Type of intervention: Renovation works including thermal insulation of outer walls and roofs, replace-
ment of outer doors and windows, replacement of heating systems paired with the installation of thermal 
solar panels, insulation of the distribution network, installation of thermostatic radiator valves and heat 
metering systems. Beyond the benefit coming from reduced energy consumption and improved living 
conditions, the 3,500 families will be informed and trained about energy efficiency. The project ended 
with the signature of the concession contracts. 

Type of funding: Public funds and ESCOs through EPC 

Financing scheme: The initial idea was to create a mixed funding mechanism that would reunite Euro-
pean H2020 grant and ESCO financing system. Due to legal constraints, it was not possible to continue 
with such programme, then two different financing mechanisms were adopted, foreseeing separated 
public tenders for concession of energetic services and renovation works. Each financial scheme covered 
separate dwellings. A first group of social buildings were renovated thanks to public grants which include 
European funds namely, the FESR contribution (European Funds for Regional Development – Fondo Eu-
ropeo di Sviluppo Regionale). Part of the savings obtained were used to fund other projects. The renova-
tion works on the remaining dwellings were financed through a second tender for the energetic conces-
sion contracts was dedicated to ESCOs. The ESCOs that won the tender, namely energy service compa-
nies, used Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) contracts as a self-financing mechanism, to then pay 
back the credit asked to the ABI – Italian Bank Association. This scheme envisaged a monetary saving 
between 5 and 10% on the original energy bill for the tenant or homeowner during the contractual period 
(about 13 years). The remaining energy savings were taken by the ESCO to repay the investment. At the 
end of the EPC contract, the owners/tenants of the dwelling benefit from the entire savings generated by 
the interventions carried out, meaning the overall difference between the energy bill before and after the 
retrofit works.  

Results: Different investors and therefore financial schemes led to different kind of interventions and en-
ergy savings. Dwelling where renovation works were financed by FESR received much intensive retrofit 
which led to higher energetic and economic savings. On the other side, social housing that underwent 
remodelling through ESCO system, got more superficial interventions with lower profit – such companies 
are more interested on fast, easy and less technical retrofit. 

Website: https://enershift.eu/ 
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LEMON – LESS ENERGY MORE OPPORTUNITIES 

Italy, 2016 

Brief Description: In Emilia-Romagna region, the north-east of Italy, the Social Housing companies 
(ACER) manage in total 78,703 dwellings in 6,404 buildings, whose energy demand ranges from 80 to 450 
kWh/m2 per year and average energy cost ranges from € 600 to € 2,500 per year. The Lemon project, 
developed under Horizon 2020, aims to offer technical, financial and organisational assistance to public 
and private companies for tenders’ application in the context of energy renovation of social housing in 
the region. 

Target group: Public and private companies developing energy renovation projects involving social 
housing in Emilia-Romagna. 

Type of intervention: Works include energy audit, feasibility studies, business plans for energy invest-
ments on social dwellings, engagement of regional stakeholders, to share outcomes and gather support 
to further implementation of the project, training events for tenants and policy makers together with the 
outcomes’ evaluation for replicability. Practical renovation works cover: thermal insulation, windows re-
placement, centralized heating systems substitution 

Type of funding: Combination of several financing mechanisms: EPC plus Work Contract. 

Financing scheme: Two public tender were built one for Work Contract and a second one for EPC con-
tracts. Both took advantage of several public bonuses and budgets, listed as follow: (1) Law 80/2014, non-
refundable grand managed by the government but distributed by the region and dedicated to social 
housing construction companies (cap of EUR 50,000 contribution) for each home. (2) POR FESR, non-
refundable grant managed by the region which contribution could not exceed 30% of the costs (VAT 
excluded) up to EUR 500,000. (3) Programma di Rigenerazione Urbana, non-refundable grand managed 
by the region accounting for a total amount of EUR 41 million for the development strategies aimed at the 
regeneration of public spaces, the re-use of existing building heritage and zero soil consumption for more 
sustainable, green and liveable cities. (4) Ecobonus, fiscal incentive from the government. (5) Conto 
Termico 2.0, non-refundable grant managed by GSE (Gestore Servizi Energetici), with a cap of EUR 5,000 
by intervention and 2 months-time reimbursements. (7) National Fund for Energy Efficiency it is a revolv-
ing fund supplied by the Ministry of Economic Development which provides facilitate loans to ESCO and 
PA. Renovation works that underwent through EPC, had 13% co-financing from the municipality and 0% 
from the tenants – dwellings with centralized heating and owned by public authorities/managed by so-
cial housing agency were privileged. Work contracts instead were partially funded also by the homeown-
ers and in 30% by the municipality.  

Results: The main activities carried out during the project are related to: (i) Setting up a comprehensive 
retrofit programme, attractive to banks and ESCOs, (ii) Involve regional stakeholders and local authorities, 
(iii) Designing the energy performance guarantee scheme to launch the investment, (iv) Launch invest-
ment to carry out a deep retrofit of social housing buildings, (v) Develop and implement Energy Perfor-
mance Certificate tender and contracts.  

The investment programme should reduce by 4.039 MWh/y the energy consumption and avoid 794 tons 
of CO2 per year. It renewed in total 620 apartments.  

Website: http://www.lemon-project.eu/ 
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CITYNVEST 

Belgium (Liège), Bulgaria (Rhodope) and Spain (Murcia), 2015-2018 

Brief Description: H2020 project, with an overall budget of EUR 1,512,938.75 – the programme strived to 
introduce innovative financial models in three pilot regions, to be replicable later on to other countries. 
Aimed also to conduct a wide-scale capacity building programme in 10 focus countries concerning spe-
cific financial instruments/business models. 

Target group: Public buildings. 

Type of intervention: Energy renovations of public buildings. 

Type of funding: Public Grant (H2020). 

Financing scheme: N/A. CITYnvest acts as a source of practical information on innovative financing 
models. CITYnvest supported the implementation of different models such as Energy Performance Con-
tracting (EPC), Third Party Financing (TPF), revolving funds and cooperative models in three pilot regions 
in Europe: Liege in Belgium, Murcia in Spain and Rhodope in Bulgaria.  

Results: The activities of CITYnvest led to improved cooperation between public authorities and investors 
and among different local authorities in the pilot regions. CITYnvest enabled the consortium partners to 
raise their voice on EU policy matters that could further support the wider uptake of energy efficiency 
investments. 
Website: http://www.citynvest.eu/ 
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ENPC-INTRANS (CAPACITY BUILDING ON ENERGY PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING IN EUROPEAN 

MARKETS IN TRANSITION)  

Several European Countries, 2015-2017 

Brief Description: The objective of the EnPC-INTRANS project is to increase the market uptake of EPC in 
public buildings by means of implementing large-scale capacity building for local public authorities and 
their project partners in the design, development, tendering, contracting and implementation of EPC pro-
jects. 

Target group: Experts and decision makers on the demand side of the market for EPC in public buildings. 

Type of intervention: Training and knowledge dissemination. 

Type of funding: (European) Public funding 

Financing scheme: NA. Promoting EPC contracts. 

Results: The EnPC-INTRANS had a direct impact on a number of new EPC projects triggering at least EUR 
129 million of EE investments and at least 87 GWh of annual energy savings. At the end of the project, a 
comprehensive set of training concepts and materials for seminars, webinars and e-learning on EPC in 
public buildings is available for dissemination and replication of the EnPC-INTRANS information and train-
ing concepts throughout Europe. 

Website: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/649639/results/it 
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DE ENERGIE CENTRALE 

Ghent, Belgium, 2014-ongoing 

Brief Description: De Energiecentrale has been Ghent's One-Stop-Shop for stimulating and guiding en-
ergy-efficient interventions in existing and new Ghent homes. The goal is to make it as easy and afford-
able as possible for all Ghent’s citizens to renovate their house or apartment. The programme proposes 
free of charge home or online energy consultations, followed by a step-by-step personalized renovation 
guide in case the costumer decides to proceed with works, but provides also information concerning 
energy loans, group purchases and energy premiums. 

Target group: Owners of individual (rental) apartments as well as associations of co-owners and prop-
erty managers. 

Type of intervention:  

 Free advice and tailored renovation support for all possible collective and individual energy-efficient 
investments: insulating roof, facade or floor; replacing windows; replacing collective or individual 
heating; green roof. Including a list of energy-conscious contractors. 

 Installation of measure devices, making visible the gas and electricity consumption before and after 
a renovation. 

 Consumption scan with accessible tips or a no-obligation renovation advice at home. 
 Step-by-step renovation guidance for your house, apartment or even entire apartment building. 

Type of funding: Revolving fund and other public grants. 

Financing scheme: Rolling fund that grants loans with low interest rates and longer repayment periods. 
The monthly repayments are then what make the fund rolling, continuously giving other inhabitants of 
Ghent the opportunity to obtain a loan. 

 Advise on existent financial schemes and premiums for the Flemish region. 
 Energy loans: i) owner before 2021: loan up to EUR 35,000 at 0% or 1.25% with repayment term maxi-

mum of 20 years; ii) became an owner in 2021:  interest-free renovation loan from your bank (with a 
Flemish subsidy). 

 Advise on different premiums per work renovation type. 

Results:  

 EUR 30 million in investments (between 2014 and 2019) 

 660 extra jobs in the construction sector 

 EUR 1,220,000 per year was saved on energy bills - 5,800 tons less CO2 emissions per year 

 4,900 energy scans 

Website: https://stad.gent/en/city-policies/climate-and-environment/more-futureproof-homes-de-
energiecentrale 
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PICSA – THE SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME IN ANDALUSIA 

Spain, 2014-2015 

Brief Description: PICSA, regulated by the Decree-Law 1/2014, is a government’s tool, combination of eco-
nomic measures (subsidies and incentives) and other actions such as regulatory, training and fiscal, that 
seek, through energy saving and efficiency, and renewable energy, to promote the energy rehabilitation 
of buildings, improve the competitiveness of companies of the construction sector, create skilled em-
ployment and reduce energy poverty. More than 8,300 partners, mostly SMEs participate in the pro-
gramme, creating a public-private partnership with the Andalusian Energy Agency. 

Target group: Citizens and communities of homeowners and housing cooperatives. 

Type of intervention: The programme considers three main actions: 

 An incentive scheme, managed by the Agency, to encourage sustainable energy rehabilitation of 
buildings; 

 A financing scheme, promoted by the JEREMIE (Joint European Resources for Micro to Medium Enter-
prises) Revolving Fund, destined to partner companies to revitalise them and strengthen this branch 
of the construction sector; 

 A one-stop-shop named Sustainable Construction Roundtable. 

Type of funding: European Regional Development Fund (non-recoverable incentives) and Regional re-
volving fund. 

Financing scheme: Total investment for the project “PICSA” is EUR 242 M, of which the EU’s European Re-
gional Development Fund is contributing EUR 131.2 M, EUR 32.8 M from regional funds and EUR 78 M from 
private investments. Two rounds of grants were distributed, a first one of EUR 50 million which lasted 6 
months and EUR 75 million that lasted 1 day. Businesses could applied for a maximum of EUR 2 million 
each. Contribution accounts for 40 to 90% of the total cost, between EUR 400 and 200,000. PICSA pro-
gramme provides a map of available construction companies among which homeowners can choose. 
These companies are then the one that apply for the financing to the Andalusian Energy Agency, based 
on the type of intervention requested. Each intervention (48 available) has a specific budget.  

EUR 529 million of extra funding has been allocated until 2020. 

Results: Estimated CO2 emissions’ reductions are about 85 M tonnes corresponding to 36,000 toe (tonnes 
of oil equivalent) per year. Economic savings accounted for EUR 280 M combining companies, citizens, 
and other entities. Other outcomes: 

 +93% increased activity 
 +60% employment - more than 60% of the companies have created new jobs positions, counting 

about 170,000 new employments. 
 +74% business development 

Website: https://www.agenciaandaluzadelaenergia.es/guiainteractivaPICS/DATOS/secciones.php | 
https://s3platform-legacy.jrc.ec.europa.eu/picsa-sustainable-construction-programme 
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ILE DE FRANCE ENERGIES 

France, 2013 

Brief description: Île-de-France Energies, former Energies POSIT’IF was created in 2013 by the Île-de-
France region, as a public-private partnership. This regional company is specialised in energy renovation 
for condominiums with more than 50 units, aiming to reduce at least 40% energy consumption.  

Target group: Beneficiaries would be co-owners of multi-family apartments buildings with EPC of E, F or 
G (230 to 450 kWh/m2 year consumption), which in the region represents 47% of total residential houses. 

Type of intervention: Île-de-France Energies covers 5,6M housing units of which 73% are collective build-
ings. It is one-stop-shop covering all aspects of energetic renovation projects in residential buildings of 
the Île de France region; from audit to work program design, financing plans, support, site supervision 
and performance monitoring. The goal is to stimulate investments in renovation projects and support 
high standards in thermal retrofitting with at least 40% of energy savings. 

Type of funding: Separate Contractor based (SCB) and EPC. 

Financing scheme: Two operational businesses are proposed. In the first one the dwellings participate in 
the developing plan, including financial arranging, and the project’s implementation stays in their hands. 
Energies POSIT’IF provides its financial engineering services to the condominiums. It develops a global 
financing plan for the building energy renovation which consists of individual financing plans adapted to 
each homeowner or collective loan including all interested parties. Individual financing plans can include 
self-financing of the apartment owners, grants and subsidies (national, regional or local) for which they 
are eligible and a bank loan. The OSS is then repaid for the renovation works and a fees for their services. 
It does not provide additional renovation sources. 

The second operational business expects the OSS to take care of both financing and development/op-
eration plan. Energies POSIT’IF develops a global financing plan for the condominiums; it seeks the third-
party financing sources (in form of a bank loan) on behalf of the condominiums and provides them with 
additional financial sources from its own budget. It acts as an intermediary between the condominiums, 
technical partners and banks and it is paid back through a monthly or semestrial fee. 

Results: In 2015, Energies POSIT’IF reported accompanying 21 co-owner associations at different stages 
of development (audit, project assistance, design and implementation) covering about 3200 individual 
homes for a total investment of over EUR 50 million. The project pipeline has increased to 60 condomini-
ums, with a total of 18 contracts signed. In 2015 more than EUR 30 million of works were to be signed, 
covering the renovation of 2553 apartments. 

Website: http://www.energiespositif.fr/ 
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HAUTS DE FRANCE RENOVATION PASS 

France, 2013 

Brief Description: The Public Service for Energy Efficiency (PSEE), named Hauts-de-France Pass Rénova-
tion since January 2020, is a pilot project launched by the former Region of Picardie in France. The Region 
benefits from the ELENA technical assistance mechanism (European Local Energy Assistance), funded 
through Horizon 2020 Energy Efficiency, through which it develops local sustainable energy projects. 

Target group: Owners of rural houses and multi-family residential buildings. More than 6,500 dwellings 
have benefited from this public service since 2014. 

Type of intervention: Replacement of electric radiators and windows, improvement of ventilation system, 
thermal insulation of roofs and all external parts.   

Type of funding: TPF through public financing. 

Financing scheme: The PSEE is the first French public operator to set up a third-party financing mecha-
nism, developing on an all-inclusive financial solution for energy ren-ovation of private period properties. 
Through public fund, the Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation advances the costs related to energy reno-
vation works, which later the beneficiaries pay back in whole or part through financial savings on energy 
bills. Average loan is about EUR 43,000. At finished works, the owner repays the public body an amount 
less or equal to the post-renovation energy savings (the key to this being a substantial reduction in final 
energy consumption of 40 to 75%). This advance on energy savings is granted at a rate of 2.5%, given 
over a maximum period of 15 years, for equipment, and up to 25 years for building insulation works. Fi-
nancing part is covered by ELENA-ADEME-FEDER subsidies (EUR 4 M) covering overheads, Picardie Region 
(EUR 8 M) covering initial renovation projects and European Investment Bank loan (EUR 35.5 M). 

Results: This economic model allows important reductions on energy consumption from 40 to 75% and 
increased energy savings of residential buildings to fight energy poverty, it supports local economic ex-
pansion, job creation and innovation in the construction sector. In numbers: 1721 subscription/contract 
signed, EUR 40 M invested in works, 40% energy efficiency on average per renovation project, 1072 housing 
units, 860 local craftsmen and enterprises along with PSEE, 3099 thermal diagnostic, 6470 contracts pro-
cesses by the office. 

Website : https://www.pass-renovation.hautsdefrance.fr/ 
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RE:FIT 

United Kingdom, 2009 – Current 

Brief Description: The Re:FIT programme was funded by ELENA (£ 2.4 M) and the Greater London Authority 
(£ 0.27 M) and consists in a procurement initiative for public bodies wishing to implement energy effi-
ciency measures and local energy generation projects on their assets, with support to assist you in the 
development and delivery of the schemes. These measures improve the energy performance of assets. 
As a result, carbon emissions can be reduced, substantial guaranteed annual cost savings achieved, 
and income generated. The framework uses a robust, flexible and tested Energy Performance Contract-
ing approach. 

Target group: London based public sector organisation and charities. The programme helps by enabling 
organisations, such as local authorities, schools, universities, hospitals, leisure centres and museums, to 
implement retrofit projects and achieve large financial savings. 

Type of intervention: Energy Efficiency (building retrofits). Wide range of energy efficiency measures and 
renewable energy projects, from the provision and installation of new equipment, optimising the existent 
one, provision of related services, maintenance, solutions designing and financing. Typical works include 
equipment: Variable Speed Drive (VSD) on pumps and fans, heat recovery, insulation to pipe work, radi-
ator reflector panels, PC control (automatic overnight computer shutdown), voltage optimisation,  Build-
ing Management System (BMS) controls; lighting retrofit, relighting and controls; building envelope: 
draught proofing, cavity wall insulation, loft insulation, secondary glazing; energy production: district 
heating, photovoltaic panels, solar thermal, combined Heat & Power (CHP). 

Type of funding: Energy Performance Contracting (EPC), private (building owners), grants and funds and 
revolving funds.  

Financing scheme: Public sector organisations interested in retrofitting their buildings based on the prin-
ciple of EPC will first need to sign a Memorandum of Understanding to the RE:FIT programme. PDU devel-
ops a full retrofit project and support the organisation through the whole RE:FIT process in its role as fa-
cilitator and financial advisor. Then follows identification of the buildings to be retrofitted, setting targets 
for energy saving, payback period and decision on funding approach. Choose an ESCO through a stand-
ard public procurement process. The RE:FIT framework has simplified this procurement process by 
providing pre-negotiated, EU-regulation-compliant contracts that can be used with a group of 12 pre-
qualified ESCOs. After procurement, ESCO is chosen and initiates project development.  

Funding of the projects can include the following: own funding by the building owner, borrowing directly 
from banks or from public financial institutions and funds such as Public Works Loan Board, Salix or Lon-
don Energy Efficiency Fund, or can be financed through a third party (E.g. ESCO). The PDU, as financial 
advisor, can advise organisations on the types of funding available and how these are accessible. 

Results: This project is already in its fourth edition. Over £180 million of works has been pro-cured across 
more than 1,000 buildings saving in excess of 52,000 tonnes of CO2 and £ 10 M of energy costs each year. 
The current pipeline is over £91 million and growing. Since 2014, total capital expenditure on completed 
projects under the RE:FIT programme totals £ 23.8 M, making financial savings per annum of over £ 5 M 
and carbon savings (per annum, not adjusted for decarbonisation) of 10,000 tonnes (tCO2). 

Website: https://localpartnerships.org.uk/our-expertise/re-fit/ 
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ENERGIEHUIS 

Belgium, 2008-2013 

Brief Description: ENERGIEhuis (Energy House) is a municipal institution or a collaboration between dif-
ferent municipalities, promoted by the Flemish government, that guides people through the various 
measures for energy investments and renovation works at their houses. There are 19 Energy Houses, al-
most one per municipality. It is designed to help in the whole process: assessing how energy efficient is 
your house, providing information about how one can invest in energy efficiency and renewable energy 
and how to obtain the financing for it. 

Target group: 

 Priority group: persons who are entitled to an increased reimbursement from the health insurance 
fund; households who are entitled to a Heating Allowance through the Social Heating Fund and with 
an annual gross taxable income that is less than or equal to EUR 19,566.25; persons who are in debt 
mediation and who cannot pay their heating bill; people attended by Social Welfare; protected cos-
tumers; families with a joint taxable income of a maximum of EUR 31,870;   

 Non-commercial legal entities and cooperative companies. 

Type of intervention: Tips and advice the renovation for energy efficiency and solar panels; Requesting 
quotes from contractors and compare them; Interpreting data:  solar map; Energy Performance Certifi-
cate (EPC); results of an energy scan; having an energy audit performed; compare energy suppliers find-
ing the best option and price 

Type of funding: Low interest loans 

Financing scheme:  

 Energy loan: for priority groups - 0% loan with a maximum amount of EUR 15,000 that must be repaid 
over a period of 10 years; for non-commercial legal entities and cooperative companies (schools, 
hospitals, non-profit organizations, etc.) can apply for a maximum of EUR 15,000 at an interest rate of 
1%, to be re-paid over 10 years.  

 Premiums for anyone who invests in energy-saving measures can count on financial support, when 
there is substantial improvement of the energy performance of a house or apartment and/or collec-
tive renovations projects. 

 Interest-free energy loan+: when receiving a house with poor energy performance from 2021 or after 
an inheritance, is possible to take out an energy loan+ up to EUR 60,000 (depending on the antici-
pated energy label), with the loan granted interest-free from the start and if after 5 years the pro-
posed result obligation is not achieved, the interest benefit will be compensated to a higher interest 
rate. 

Results: NA 

Website: https://www.energieinhuis.nl/ 
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INTERVIEW REPORT 

ENERSHIFT PROJECT 

INTERVIEWEE  Giuseppe Sorgente (Liguria Region) 

INTERVIEWER Federica Cenzato 

DATE AND TIME November 9th, 2021 – 9:00am 

CONTACT TYPE Leaf call 

CONTEXT 

EnerSHIFT project was funded under the EC Horizon2020 Research and Innovation program of 2015. The 
project promotes public residential building energetic requalification through innovative financial mod-
els in the region of Liguria, in the north-west of Italy. The idea is to create a triple win solution, to equally 
share benefits amongst tenants, co-owners and, ESCo, not only from the point of view of energy savings, 
but also jobs creation and increased awareness to fight energy poverty. 

MAIN MESSAGES 

The initial idea of creating a mixed public-private financing mechanisms encounter legislative con-
straints. Two separate tenders had to be created, one for ESCO with the development of EPC contracts 
and a second one for actual renovation works funded through public investments. Both solutions took 
advantage of state and regional bonuses and budgets (e.g., Conto Termico 2.0).  

The involvement of tenants and houseowners since the beginning of the process is essential in order to 
guarantee motivation and commitment. Tenants’ trade unions that serve as precious mediators be-
tween residents and the agency managing the dwellings, which was pushing for the works. 

The level of risk of such investments makes that few ESCOs can afford to bid for the tenders – in the case 
of EnerShift these were represented ONLY by big service utility companies with little professional experi-
ence in the field of construction. This resulted in differences in terms of energy savings between dwellings 
that underwent renovation works under Work Contracts and EPC contracts – with lower economies for 
these second ones. The ESCO looked for quick wins instead of focusing on the entire building renovation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Different financial schemes lead to diverse results in terms of Energy Savings. 

 The involvement of tenants’ trade union as project partners represents a great help in mediating 
the relation between tenants and the company managing the dwellings which are normally very 
tense. 

 When the implementation of mixed funding, combining public financing and ESCO through EPC, 
is not possible, the solution is to prepare separate tenders for energy services (ESCO) and work 
contracts (public funding). 

 It is always useful to create a moment of discussion between stakeholders and financing institu-
tions. 
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INTERVIEW REPORT 

LEMON PROJECT 

INTERVIEWEE  Sauro Saraceni (ART-ER) 

INTERVIEWER Alexandra Amaro; Federica Cenzato; Inês Rocha 

DATE AND TIME November 17th, 2021 – 8:30am 

CONTACT TYPE Teams call 

CONTEXT 

The Lemon project, developed under Horizon 2020, aims to offer technical, financial and organisational 
assistance to public and private companies for tenders’ application in the context of energy renovation 
of social housing in the region of Emilia-Romagna, managed by the social housing company ACER. 

MAIN MESSAGES 

Two public tenders were prepared, one for work contracts and a second one for EPC contracts. In total 
620 dwellings were renovated, about half and half with each scheme. The work contract combined 30% 
contribution of the municipality, a part of the investment from the homeowner and several state and 
regional bonuses and budget. This kind of contract had a quicker and easier start, but later the munici-
pality had to invest a lot of time in verifying the correct flow of the renovation works. The EPC contract was 
managed by a general contractor company (energy supplier) which would hire and manage a con-
struction company for the renovation works. This kind of scheme are more difficult to implement due to 
the high amount of bureaucracy, but they were more efficient in the following steps. The ESCO was mo-
tivated by the return of the investment. Here the municipality contributed by 13% and tenants did not have 
to invest any amount. As for the previous case, the ESCO applied for several state and regional grants. 

EPC contracts are almost impossible to implement in mixed owned buildings – the risk for the ESCO is too 
high and the process to inform and discuss each party is complicated and long. Such contracts were 
implemented mostly in buildings owned by public authorities and managed by the regional agency. 
Moreover, the ESCO would unlikely invest in buildings with autonomous heating – district heating provides 
higher success rate and energy savings.  

The parties involved in this project value the importance of the creation of the One Stop Shop (OSS) as it 
can more easily promote the connection between public and private entities and a better integration of 
funds and contact with regulators. 

Banks don’t accept municipalities as guarantee. Crowdfunding was started at some point in order to 
collect fund and create a guarantee fund to support the implementation of the project and limit the risk. 

Through surveys distributed to the target individuals, it was perceived the importance they place on 
comfort in their homes is higher than on economic savings. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 ESCOs are more likely to invest in single-owned buildings with centralized heating. 

 The creation of an OSS would help combining public and private entities and relative financing. 
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INTERVIEW REPORT 

HOUSEENVEST PROJECT 

INTERVIEWEE  Ricardo Pedraz (AFI) 

INTERVIEWER Alexandra Amaro; Federica Cenzato; Inês Rocha 

DATE AND TIME November 19th, 2021 – 1:00pm 

CONTACT TYPE Teams call 

CONTEXT 

HousEEnvest is a project based in the Estremadura region with the aim to include the promotion of energy 
savings and the reduction of CO2 emissions in multi-family buildings in the region of Estremadura, as 
well as the revitalisation of the construction sector. The analysis on the building stock provides that of 
these, 60% have an average age of over 40 years. Energy Efficiency Investments in multifamily houses is 
a project under the H2020 programme´s initiative, that aims to demonstrate the viability of the designed 
financing scheme, focusing on a regional market. 

MAIN MESSAGES 

The GEEVE fund is a guarantee fund fed through public budget (EUR 5 M from the Extremadura Region, 
European Regional Development Fund, Regional Operational Progarmmes). HOuseEnvest project used 
GEEVE to ensure preferential loans to homeowners. Through the creation of thea portfolio guarantee (in-
volving several projects) the programme was able to reach an agreement with the financing institutions. 
Namely, they had to accept that: (i) the guarantee fund was free of charges, (ii) the fund would cover up 
to 90% of the investment in case of non-reimbursed loan, but would not pay if all loans fail, (iii) the bank 
shall not ask additional guarantees to homeowners, (iv) the bank will concede to homeowners’ loans at 
reduced interest rates.  

The fund set a threshold of 15% of the investment to be refunded in case of payment failure. 

The scheme allowed the homeowners to only worry about repaying the loan. All energy savings, eco-
nomically speaking were for them. 

The fund worked good in the case of association of owners because of the low default rate/risk. 

It was important to create a meeting between homeowners and banks to discuss the balance between 
calculated and real financial expectation. 

Prior to the renovation project implementation, a technical report was conducted on the house/dwelling 
in order for HouseEnvest to evaluate the profitability of the project – this document was also useful for 
bank (with limited knowledge on the subject) to have higher guarantees since it came from an inde-
pendent entity (AGENEX). 

CONCLUSION 

 The programme did not only offer financial support, but also technical – all free of charges. 

 The homeowner only had to worry about repaying the loan, while benefitting from the entire en-
ergy saving. 

 Despite the limited knowledge of financing institutions on EE retrofit, the idea of a guarantee fund 
was particularly interesting, especially with a large portfolio of project. 
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